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FADE IN:

EXT. MIST SHROUDED BAY - NIGHT1 1

A ROWING BOAT slowly pushes it’s way through the mist. A 
single LANTERN held high in it’s prow by a GRIZZLED MAN 
clad in New England GEORGIAN DRESS, his BULGING SEA-GREEN 
EYES fixed on a long, low REEF ahead.

A dozen men similarly dressed, work the oars or crowd the 
boat behind the grizzled man. Ahead of them is their 
destination: a dark rocky SPIT of land that rises from the 
waves in the distance. 

Behind them is the indistinct coastline showing scattered 
lights from a LARGE NEW ENGLAND TOWN that hunches around 
the bay, watching the boat force it’s way through the mist 
to the SPIT of LAND. 

EXT. DEVIL REEF - CONTINUOUS2 2

The PROW of the boat CRUNCHES into the shore as men drop 
into the surf beside it and DRAG it high onto the rocky 
beach. 

As the boat comes to a HALT, a pair of LEATHER BOOTED FEET 
drop down onto the sand and STRIDE up onto the reef proper 
revealing the GRIZZLED MAN still holding the LANTERN 
aloft.   

One of the men, the FIRST MATE, approaches.  

FIRST MATE
We’re stowed Cap’n Obed.

The grizzled man, CAPTAIN OBED MARSH, nods without 
breaking his STRIDE. 

CAP’N OBED
Aye, Matt. I got eyes, don’t I?

Obed ASCENDS to the FLAT TOP of the reef and PAUSES, 
looking out over the endless sea, visible beyond the reef.  

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
Matt, bring up the lanterns. 

Matt and the other men reach the top of the reef. In the 
light of Matt’s lantern the other men produce lanterns of 
their own and LIGHT them. 

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
That’s it. Hold ‘em high so’s they can be 
seen. 
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Obed reaches INTO his coat and pulls out a PALM-SIZED 
GLOBE OF METAL. It has a lustre like GOLD, but the COLOUR 
is off and hints at some strange ALLOY. 

The GLOBE is separated into two HEMISPHERES and 
intricately chased with twisting unnatural patterns that 
hint at dreadful undersea rites.    

Obed GRIPS each HEMISPHERE and TWISTS. The globe is 
revealed as CLOCKWORK and Obed winds it tight as he slowly 
walks towards the far edge of the reef that looks out over 
the SEA. 

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
Get to chanting. I want to hear your 
voices liftin’ up in praise of them that 
gives us prosperity. 

The men begin to CHANT.

CHANTING MEN
Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin. F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn.

Obed reaches the SHEER EDGE of the reef and looks down 
into the bottomless depths of the ocean. 

OBED
Them that offers us everlastin’ life. And 
only ever askin’ us to take ‘em into our 
hearts in return.  

Obed DROPS the METAL GLOBE into the ocean. As it falls the 
clockwork mechanism is unleashed and the globe SPLITS OPEN 
in a thousand tiny leaves, and wraps back on itself 
forming a sleek NEW SHAPE. 

CUT TO:

WATER: A gleaming METAL EEL arrows into the sea and swims 
DOWN into the darkness, a strange BARKING NOISE 
reverberating from it and ECHOING into the water. 

CUT TO:

OBED: As he watches the faint GLEAM of the metal eel 
DISAPPEARS into the darkness below. He STANDS and turns to 
face his men revealing them to be a sad mix of FRIGHTENED 
TOWNSFOLK and HARD-FACED SAILORS. 

CAP’N OBED
Louder! LOUDER!

Their chant RISES.
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CHANTING MEN
Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin. F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn.

But one man, the First Mate, MATT ELIOT, doesn’t CHANT. 
Obed’s eyes NARROW and he steps towards Matt.

CAP’N OBED
What’s this, Matt? Cat got your tongue? 
Chant, boy! Raise up your voice to the 
Old Gods! Pray they never wake and gaze 
upon the mistake they wrought in man!  

MATT
I won’t, Cap’n! This is blasphemy. I’m 
damned fer what I done all ready, but I 
won’t go no further under your sail. 

Obed’s face DISTORTS with RAGE. He RIPS a FLINTLOCK PISTOL 
from inside his COAT and aims it at Matt. The men fall 
back and the chanting WAVERS. 

CAP’N OBED
SING, DAMN YE! SING OR I’LL SHOOT HIM 
DEAD! SING!

The chant RE-DOUBLES as Obed ADVANCES on Matt who HOLDS 
his ground. 

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
Well, Matt. Will ye sing?

MATT
No. 

Obed INSTANTLY pulls the TRIGGER!

Matt’s forehead IMPLODES as the irregular bullet HAMMERS 
through his skull and EXPLODES from the back of his head. 

SILENCE. 

Obed stands over Matt’s ruined HEAD. Blood PUMPS and the 
body TWITCHES. 

At the SHEER EDGE of the reef a SCALED HAND of immense 
LENGTH brings the GLEAMING METAL GLOBE down onto the rock 
with a sparking CRACK. 

Obed SPINS and his eyes go WIDE in religious AWE. 

CAP’N OBED
Th'tiya-l'yia!

He DROPS to his knees and PROSTRATES himself before the 
unseen Th’tiya-l’yia. 
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CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin. F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn. Mene, mene ...

EXT. INNSMOUTH BAY - CONTINUOUS3 3

His chant ECHOES across the mist-shrouded bay as the 
barely visible lights of the town that sits hunched over 
the bay like a baleful dog, stare out over the water to 
Devil’s Reef.

CAP’N OBED
... tekel, upharsin. F'nglui mglaw'nafth 
Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil fhtagn. Mene, 
mene ...

The voices of the other men join Obed’s as NIGHTMARISH 
FIGURES, barely visible from the shores of Innsmouth, slip 
from the sea and onto the far distant Devil’s Reef.

CHANTING VOICES
... tekel, upharsin. F'nglui mglaw'nafth 
Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil fhtagn. Mene, 
mene ...

CUT TO:

INT. LATE 1920’S PHONE BOOTH/STATION WAITING ROOM - DAY4 4

A young man in his early-twenties, ROBERT OLMSTEAD, who’d 
be handsome if it weren’t for his THICK GLASSES and 
tendency to STOOP, droops over the phone receiver. He 
winces as he does as if receiving bad news.  

Olmstead’s EYES are a deep and familiar SEA-GREEN.

OLMSTEAD
Yes ... wire the authorisation to the 
First Bank of Arkham. I’m in ...

He checks a much-folded MAP.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Newburyport ... I’ll be taking a train 
from here to Arkham. I’ll be there 
tomorrow to pick up the funds ... I have 
my letter of authority. Will that be 
enough?

He listens for a moment and NODS. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Yes, Mother ... of course I understand, 
home is where the heart is. 
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He HANGS UP and looks at the receiver for a moment, 
SHAKING his HEAD. Then he turns and LEAVES the phone 
booth, tipping his hat to a waiting WOMAN who steps into 
the booth behind him. 

Olmstead CROSSES the waiting room, his BATTERED VALISE in 
his hand and a leather LEICA CAMERA CASE around his neck, 
to the TICKET WINDOW. 

INT. WAITING ROOM/TICKET WINDOW - CONTINUOUS5 5

A SHREWD FACED Ticket Agent in his late fifties regards 
Olmstead from behind the GRILLE of the TICKET WINDOW. 

OLMSTEAD
How much is a single to Arkham?

TICKET AGENT 
Eight dollars plus tax. 

Olmstead’s jaw DROPS at the price. 

OLMSTEAD
Eight dollars!

TICKET AGENT
Plus tax. Makes it eight twenty five, 
total. Nine fifty plus tax, if’n you’re 
wantin’ First Class. 

OLMSTEAD
Isn’t there something cheaper? A mail 
train maybe?

The Ticket Agent leans back in his chair. 

TICKET AGENT
Nope. 

Olmstead checks his wallet: NINETEEN DOLLARS and CHANGE; 
behind him a BUSINESSMAN coughs politely and Olmstead 
stands aside to allow the businessman to STEP UP to the 
window.

BUSINESSMAN
Arkham, First Class. 

The businessman pays and as he does, he SMIRKS at 
Olmstead. The agent gives the man a SOUR look. 

TICKET AGENT
Actually, now I think on it, there is 
that old bus ... 

OLMSTEAD
Is it cheap?
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The businessman CUTS IN. 

BUSINESSMAN
If you’ll take my advice young man, 
you’ll avoid that bus. 

The Ticket Agent PRESSES ON, enjoying the man’s 
DISCOMFORT.

TICKET AGENT
Oh, it’s cheap enough. Run by an 
Innsmouth fella, name of Joe Sargeant. 
Goes to Arkham via Innsmouth. Though the 
locals don’t think too much of it. The 
bus, Sargeant or Innsmouth.

He gives the businessman a POINTED LOOK. The businessman 
looks IRRITATED and turns to Olmstead. 

BUSINESSMAN
The place is degenerate and so are it’s 
people, including Sargeant. Alcoholics, 
layabouts, degenerates.

OLMSTEAD
What’s so ‘degenerate’ about it?

BUSINESSMAN
Bad blood.

Olmstead RECOILS at the HATRED in the man’s voice. 

OLMSTEAD
There’s no such thing as ‘bad blood’. 
That’s simply ... race prejudice!

BUSINESSMAN
Take a hard look at Sargeant if you ever 
meet him, then you’ll understand.

TICKET AGENT
Joe’s alright. Innsmouth folks are prone 
to a skin condition. Means they don’t 
look as pretty as some, but that ain’t no 
reason to hate ‘em. 

The businessman ignores the ticket agent and STEPS CLOSE 
to Olmstead.

BUSINESSMAN
Innsmouth is no place for tourists. No 
place for any of God’s creatures. And 
they aren’t friendly to strangers.

Olmstead FIXES his GAZE on the businessman in MUTE 
CHALLENGE.
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OLMSTEAD
But I’m not a stranger. My family are 
from Arkham. I’m here to re-connect with 
my roots. I may even have relatives in 
Innsmouth. We may even be related. 

For a moment it looks as if the businessman may STRIKE 
Olmstead, but instead almost HISSES at him.

BUSINESSMAN
My family are pure! Our blood isn’t 
tainted! If yours is, I pity you!

The businessman STALKS away from Olmstead, who SCRATCHES 
HIS HEAD in confusion at the man’s PREJUDICES as he 
watches him stride away. 

He TURNS to the ticket agent.

OLMSTEAD
Where exactly is Innsmouth?

TICKET AGENT
Big town on the mouth of the Manuxet, 
founded by a sea Captain name of Marsh. 
His Grandson, Barnabas, still lives 
there. Used to be almost a city before 
the war, but it’s near dead now. Can’t be 
more’n three or four hunnerd people left. 
Ain’t changed in near seventy years.

OLMSTEAD
Seventy years!?

TICKET AGENT
You got an interest in old places?

OLMSTEAD
Very much so. I’m an anthropologist, or 
at least, I will be. And to see a whole 
town from the 1850’s preserved ... !

Olmstead trails off, lost in excited thought. The Ticket 
Agent regards him with a SHREWD EYE. 

TICKET AGENT
Will be, huh? Seems to me ‘will be’s’ 
right next door to ‘ain’t’. Sargeant’s 
bus leaves from outside Hammond’s Drug 
Store, Main Square, ten am and seven pm 
sharp.

Olmstead checks the LARGE CLOCK on the wall: NINE FORTY 
FIVE.

TICKET AGENT (CONT’D)
You run, you might make it. 
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EXT. MAIN SQUARE/HAMMOND’S DRUG STORE - DAY6 6

Olmstead RUNS around a corner and into the MAIN SQUARE. He 
sees HAMMONDS DRUG STORE across from him and, just PULLING 
AWAY into the street, is a rusted ANCIENT BUS. 

OLMSTEAD
Wait!

The bus ACCELERATES past him as he RAISES a hand in an 
attempt to FLAG it down, but it RATTLES past never even 
slowing. 

As it does Olmstead catches a GLIMPSE of a shadowed figure 
sat behind the wheel. The figure’s EYES are faintly 
LUMINOUS GREEN and his HUNCHED FORM seems somehow 
UNNATURAL, it’s proportions vaguely WRONG.

And then the bus is GONE, leaving Olmstead PANTING in the 
street. He looks UP towards Hammonds Drug Store and see’s 
an APRON CLAD man watching him. 

Olmstead collects himself and takes up his bag. He walks 
across the road to the apron-clad man. He reaches him and 
is treated to an APPRAISING LOOK. 

APRON-CLAD MAN
You from Innsmouth? 

OLMSTEAD
Boston. 

APRON-CLAD MAN
Hmmm ... you got the look, alright. 

OLMSTEAD
There’s a Boston look?

APRON-CLAD MAN
Innsmouth. The Innsmouth look. It’s the 
eyes. 

With that, the apron-clad man turns, and walks BACK inside 
the drug store. After a bemused moment, Olmstead follows 
him. 

INT. HAMMOND’S DRUG STORE - CONTINUOUS7 7

The drug store is neat, clean and clearly well-run. A 
couple of patrons sit at the counter drinking coffee and 
pushing eggs round their plates. 

The apron-clad man heads BEHIND the counter as Olmstead 
takes a STOOL a few spaces DOWN from the nearest regular; 
a sleepy-eyed man in his seventies, turns to LOOK at 
Olmstead. 
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SLEEP-EYED MAN
Guess Joe missed his only passenger o’the 
day, eh? Mayhap the only one this week. 
What’chou reckon, Clyde?

The apron-clad man GRINS. 

CLYDE
Man’s jest missed his bus, Jeremiah. 
Mayhap you oughta show him a little 
sympathy?

JEREMIAH
Well now, I don’t know about all that. 
But I guess I could stand the man fifteen 
cents to insult himself with a cup o’this 
horse piss you claim’s coffee.

Clyde sets up a CUP and POURS thick, evil-looking BLACK 
COFFEE into it. 

CLYDE
What this old fool’s tryin’ say is, why 
the hell would a sane man be runnin’ to 
catch a bus to Innsmouth?

He hands Olmstead the CUP of COFFEE. Olmstead RAISES IT in 
mock salute to Jeremiah, who touches the BRIM of his CAP 
in solemn acknowledgment. 

OLMSTEAD
I suppose I’m a tourist, of sorts. 

JEREMIAH
What the hell is there to see ‘round 
here?

Olmstead takes a SIP of Coffee and SHUDDERS. Clyde LEANS 
IN conspiratorially

CLYDE
I learned how to make coffee from an Arab 
in the service. 

OLMSTEAD
It’s certainly ... reviving. 

Jeremiah BURSTS out LAUGHING as Clyde cracks a lop-sided 
GRIN.

CLYDE
Touché. Learned that from a Frenchwoman. 

Clyde WINKS at Olmstead who hurriedly grabs hold of the 
conversation before the TONE can SLIP.
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OLMSTEAD
To answer your question, sir, my family 
are from Arkham and hereabouts 
originally. I’m here on a kind of 
genealogical tour. 

JEREMIAH
Re-connecting with your roots?

Olmstead NODS and raises his COFFEE CUP in salute. 
Jeremiah does the same, but where Olmstead sips his, 
Jeremiah DRAINS his cup. The old man WAGGLES his empty cup 
at Clyde who takes it from him.

CLYDE
More horse-piss?

JEREMIAH
A-yuh!

As Clyde fills the cup he regards Olmstead SPECULATIVELY.

CLYDE
You got roots in Innsmouth?

OLMSTEAD
Not as far as I know, just passing 
through to Arkham. 

He SHRUGS and braves more coffee. Jeremiah SNORTS 
derisively.

JEREMIAH
And who in the hell told you about that 
bus?

Clyde shoots Jeremiah a MEANINGFUL LOOK. 

CLYDE
Who do you think?

Jeremiah NODS slowly to himself. 

JEREMIAH
A-yuh. 

Before the lull can STRETCH too long, Olmstead asks a 
question of his own. 

OLMSTEAD
I must confess, though. When I heard 
about Innsmouth, a town unchanged from 
the eighteen fifties, it seemed 
incredible. Have either of you been 
there?

Both Clyde and Jeremiah REGARD Olmstead COOLLY. 
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CLYDE
Ain’t the sort of place welcomes casual 
visitors.

OLMSTEAD
So, neither of you have ever been there?

CLYDE
I ain’t never been to California neither, 
but I know from reputation I wouldn’t 
like it. 

Jeremiah BARKS laughter. 

JEREMIAH
You got that right, boy! First lick 
o’sense I heard from anybody below the 
age of fifty since Woodrow Wilson’s 
pecker was hard!

Olmstead visibly RECOILS from the crudeness of the 
language. 

CLYDE
Jesus Pa! Watch your goddammned language! 
We get families in here!

Jeremiah GRINS wickedly before focusing on Olmstead.

JEREMIAH
You know where I go when I want to know 
the facts of a situation?

OLMSTEAD
I dread to think. 

JEREMIAH
The library! It’s just over the square. 
You cain’t miss it. Just be sure to give 
Miss Tilton a kiss from me!

He POINTS across the square to a BRICK-BUILT BUILDING on 
the opposite side. Olmstead looks ACROSS at the Library, 
THINKING. 

INT. NEWBURYPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY - DUSK8 8

Olmstead is clearly in his element here and appears 
intent, but perfectly comfortable as a SCANS through 
archived NEWSPAPERS. 

He stops on a headline in a LOCAL PAPER dated 1861 that 
reads: INNSMOUTH EPIDEMIC - CONTAINED!
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He reads the story, entranced by it. And as he does his 
concentration becomes so INTENSE that he begins to HEAR 
the story COME TO LIFE around him like a radio play with 
an audience of one. 

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The State Health Inspector today declared 
that the Innsmouth epidemic has been 
contained.  

Olmstead STARTS as the sounds of SHOTS, SHOUTS and SCREAMS 
echo faintly in the room. He GLANCES AROUND, but all he 
sees are an old man, ASLEEP, and a few scattered library 
patrons. Olmstead FOCUSES on the newspaper and continues 
READING. 

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
(CONT’D)

The illness, tentatively identified as a 
strain of Cholera originating in the 
South Sea Islands, has decimated the port 
town population of Innsmouth. 

The sound of WATER, odd SLOPPING-LIKE voices, CROAKING and 
yells of HORROR echo in Olmstead’s head. His thoughts are 
CUT OFF by the SLAP of a new book of Newspaper’s being 
brought down slightly too hard onto the table. 

He BLINKS and looks up to see an the aged librarian, MS. 
ANNA TILTON, looking DOWN at the story he’s been reading. 
Her lips are COMPRESSED with displeasure. 

MS. TILTON
Nobody around here ever understood where 
the papers got ‘Cholera’ from. The 
Inspector never claimed it was any such 
thing. 

OLMSTEAD
I imagine it was confirmed by autopsy.

MS. TILTON
Don’t see how, they never found any 
bodies. 

OLMSTEAD
(Surprised)

What!?

Ms. Tilton SMOOTHS down a set of pages in the new book 
showing a GARISH HEADLINE: NAVY TORPEDOES NEW ENGLAND 
REEF!

MS. TILTON
 Around here they said it was smugglers. 
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Olmstead BENDS to look over the pages. The newspaper is a 
TABLOID. Olmstead SMILES to himself.

OLMSTEAD
I’m afraid I don’t put much faith in this 
particular publication. It’s editorial 
policy is a little ... wild for my 
tastes. 

MS. TILTON
Maybe so, but it’s the only one that ever 
reported what happened out to Devil Reef.

She TAPS the paper with one finger and Olmstead’s eyes 
NARROW as he reads. 

OLMSTEAD
(Surprised)

They torpedoed the reef?

MS. TILTON
They brought down a special ship from the 
Naval base in Newport that no-one was 
supposed to know about. They claimed it 
was a ‘test’ and we was to ignore it. 

OLMSTEAD
Why on Earth would they use an 
experimental torpedo on a reef?

MS. TILTON
Couldn’t say, but the explosions went on 
all night. Next day, so I heard, 
Innsmouth Bay was clogged so bad there 
hasn’t been a ship in or out since. 

The FAINT sound of EXPLOSIONS whispers around the room. 

OLMSTEAD
Incredible ...

MS. TILTON
The Navy hung around for months after. 
They never said anything, but we all 
figured they was watching for survivors. 
One of the Navy boys got drunk and pawned 
some very curious jewellery here in 
Newburyport. He claimed it came from 
Innsmouth. The Library bought it for 
display.

OLMSTEAD
(Excited)

Do you still have it?

Ms. Tilton LOOKS at him. 
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MS. TILTON
At the Historical Society next door. 
Viewing is by prior arrangement with the 
society secretary. 

OLMSTEAD
Where could I find the secretary?

Ms. Tilton gives him a COLD LOOK.

MS. TILTON
In front of you.

EXT. MAIN SQUARE - TWILIGHT9 9

Outside the library Olmstead carefully checks his CAMERA 
as he waits for Ms. Tilton to emerge. As he does a 
RATTLING ENGINE note RISES. 

He watches as Joe Sargeant’s decrepit BUS pulls itself 
into the square, PASSES in FRONT of him, and comes to a 
stop at it’s accustomed place in front of HAMMOND’S DRUG 
STORE.

Olmstead RAISES his CAMERA and watches through the lens as 
several SHAMBLING FIGURES exit the bus. He begins SNAPPING 
PICTURES of them as they LURCH off into the twilight. 

When they’re gone, he RE-FOCUSES on the bus just as the 
DESTINATION SIGN rotates from NEWBURYPORT to INNSMOUTH. 

Olmstead takes a SHOT of the BUS before lowering the 
camera, and checking his POCKET WATCH; he rubs his chin, 
THINKING. 

MS. TILTON
(Distastefully)

Degenerate creatures. 

Olmstead STARTS having not heard her approach. 

MS. TILTON (CONT’D)
All they do is drink, fish and swim. 
Innsmouth is, in my view, an example of a 
community poisoned by bad blood. 

Olmstead STANDS. 

OLMSTEAD
I planned to visit, but I’ll confess I’m 
unsure if I should. 

MS. TILTON
I never have and can’t imagine why any 
right-thinking person would. 
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She STRIDES across the square, away from Hammonds Drug 
store and Sargeant’s bus, towards a SMALL BUILDING 
diagonally opposite the Library. Olmstead follows, but 
keeps GLANCING BACK at the BUS.

OLMSTEAD
If you’ve never been, how can you be so 
certain of it’s degeneracy?

EXT. NEWBURYPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY/DOORS - CONTINUOUS10 10

Ms. Tilton UNLOCKS the main door and HOLDS it OPEN for the 
approaching Olmstead.

MS. TILTON
Have you ever met Lucifer or the hordes 
of Hell, Mr Olmstead?

OLMSTEAD
I don’t believe in Lucifer. 

MS. TILTON
But we both know true damnation exists! 

Behind them, the BUS’S engine SPUTTERS into life. Olmstead 
turns to watch as it accelerates away from the drug store 
and out of Newburyport, BACK to shadowed INNSMOUTH. As it 
passes them, Olmstead again catches a GLIMPSE of the 
driver’s strangely LUMINOUS EYES behind the wheel. 

OLMSTEAD
So the Church teaches, Ms. Tilton.

He SMILES at her. 

MS. TILTON
With those people damnation is in their 
blood, Mr Olmstead. In their blood.

She turns and walks INTO the dark doorway, disappearing 
INSIDE. After a moment, Olmstead FOLLOWS.

INT. NEWBURYPORT HISTORICAL SOCEITY - CONTINUOUS11 11

Olmstead is shrouded in GLOOM and SHADOW. 

OLMSTEAD
Forgive me, Ms Tilton, but the dislike 
the townspeople here have for Innsmouth 
seems to me nothing more than ... race 
prejudice. 

A succession of LIGHTS flicker on, illuminating DUSTY 
CASES that line the walls of the long room. Tired objects 
of little value that chronicle the uninspiring history of 
Newburyport, LINE the CASES.
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But ONE is DIFFERENT.

Olmstead ADVANCES on a large DISPLAY CASE at the far end 
of the room, picked out by several STRONG LIGHTS. Inside 
is a single object and it is clearly the PRIZE of the 
collection. 

Olmstead draws CLOSE and his WIDE EYES take in the object: 
a sort of Tiara, but infinitely delicate, complex and 
unnerving.

It’s PROPORTIONS are wrong, being ELLIPTICAL and clearly 
shaped to fit an ELONGATED SKULL of some kind. Fine 
chasing all over it’s GLISTENING GOLDEN SURFACE show 
depraved scenes of fish-like creatures CAVORTING. 

Olmstead TAKES IN the images in a series of BLINKS, each 
one showing him a new horror only to be replaced by a yet 
more unnerving image as his eyelids TWITCH.  

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Holy father ... was this made in 
Innsmouth?

MS. TILTON
Maybe ... maybe not. We had some 
professor from the University in Arkham 
come down to examine it a few years back, 
Peasey or Presley, or some such. 

Olmstead is IMPRESSED. 

OLMSTEAD
Professor Nathanial Wingate Peaslee, from 
Miskatonic? 

Ms. Tilton SHRUGS. 

MS. TILTON
Could be. Wanted to know what happened to 
the Sailor who pawned it. I think he had 
a notion to talk to him.

OLMSTEAD
Did he find the man who sold ...

He indicates the remarkable Tiara. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
... this?

MS. TILTON
Pawned it, Mr Olmstead, not sold. He no 
doubt meant to redeem it somehow in the 
future, but was killed in a drunken brawl 
not long after. Strong liquor is a sure 
way to damnation.
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OLMSTEAD
Unless your blood is pure?

Olmstead slips his CAMERA from his case, but Ms. Tilton 
STOPS HIM before he can use it.

MS. TILTON
Authorised pictures can be purchased on 
request. 

Olmstead LOWERS his camera and looks at Ms. Tilton. Her 
jaw is SET. Resigned, Olmstead slips his camera BACK into 
it’s LEATHER CASE. 

MS. TILTON (CONT’D)
The Marshes over to Innsmouth - they own 
the gold refinery out there - been trying 
to buy it from us for near fifty years. 
Them and the University over to Arkham, 
Miskatonic. 

Olmstead studies the intricate curves, fluting’s and 
designs on the Tiara. Intertwined sea-creature, whose 
appearance suggests inter-breeding between nightmares from 
the deep and humanity, CAVORT around the TIARA. 

OLMSTEAD
I was told a sea Captain named Marsh 
founded Innsmouth. 

She POINTS to a PORTRAIT on the wall that shows the 
familiar GRIZZLED MAN with BULGING SEA-GREEN EYES. 
Olmstead GAZES UP at the striking PORTRAIT.

MS. TILTON
Obed Marsh, ‘Old limb O’Satan’. There’s 
more stories about his supposed 
blasphemies than I care to recall. 

There is a STRIKING SIMILARITY between Olmstead and the 
portrait of Obed Marsh; their features, build and even 
posture are eerily similar, but the most STRIKING 
SIMILARITY is their shared SEA-GREEN EYES.

OLMSTEAD
Was he a pirate?

MS TILTON
There plenty who think so, but I’m not 
one of ‘em. The idea is this came from 
some pirate hoard he found. 

OLMSTEAD
It seems plausible. That might explain 
it’s workmanship. What was Professor 
Peaslee’s assessment of it’s origins?
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Ms. Tilton SNORTS dismissively.

MS. TILTON
The ‘expert’ from Miskatonic peered at 
every inch of that Tiara through a 
microscope for hours and the most he’d 
say was it was he believed it was ‘unique 
in his experience’. 

Ms. Tilton SNORTS derisively. Olmstead FOCUSES on her. 

OLMSTEAD
And what do you believe, Ms. Tilton?

Ms. Tilton GAZES into Olmstead’s eyes with an UNWAVERING 
gaze. 

MS. TILTON
I believe that unless we raise another 
two hundred and twenty three dollars to 
re-shingle the roof, this old building 
won’t make it through another winter. 

Olmstead BLINKS at this abrupt change in topic. Ms. Tilton 
produces a COLLECTION TIN and JANGLES it under Olmstead’s 
nose. 

INT. YMCA RECEPTION - NIGHT12 12

Olmstead enters the reception and crosses to the small 
desk. A dozy looking teenager, CALEB, lounges behind the 
desk reading a garish PULP MAGAZINE - Weird Tales.

OLMSTEAD
A single, please.

Caleb doesn’t notice him; the teenager is lost in the 
remarkable worlds that exist between the pages of his 
magazine. Finally he BLINKS and fixes his EXCITED GAZE on 
Olmstead. 

CALEB
Wow!

OLMSTEAD
A single, please?

Caleb snaps into ALERTNESS and waves his copy of Weird 
Tales under Olmstead’s nose. 

CALEB
Story in here’s about a guy who builds a 
machine as can see other dimensions that 
sit over ours like butter on bread. 
Things is, these dimensions are fulla 
monsters and once he can see them, they 
can see him!
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He BEAMS at Olmstead, then opens the REGISTER and hands 
him a PEN. 

CALEB (CONT’D)
Oh, for sure. Be two dollars for the 
room. A dollar twenty five for bed linen, 
pillows and a towel. 

Olmstead SIGHS as he signs the REGISTER.

CALEB (CONT’D)
Plus twenty five cents surcharge for use 
o’hot water and such.

Olmstead PAUSES and looks up at the Caleb.

OLMSTEAD
I don’t plan on washing. 

CALEB
Plan on taking a leak?

Olmstead STIFFENS at the vulgarity. 

OLMSTEAD
I fail to see how that’s any of your 
business!

CALEB
It’s twenty five cents ... surcharge.  

Olmstead closes the register and pulls out his WALLET. He 
begins counting out MONEY form his meagre supply.

OLMSTEAD
How about an alarm call for eight thirty?

Caleb NODS.

CALEB
Oh, for sure. Twenty five cents.

OLMSTEAD
Another surcharge?

Caleb BEAMS as he hands Olmstead a KEY on a HUNK of WOOD 
into which is burned a NUMBER. 

CALEB
Exactly! But, hey ... train for Arkham 
leaves at eight twenty. You’ll miss it. 

OLMSTEAD
My bus leaves at ten. 

CALEB
You’re taking the Innsmouth bus? Wow!
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Caleb LEANS BACK and blows a faint whistle through his 
teeth.

OLMSTEAD
I don’t understand why the town and it’s 
people are so hated. It’s ... irrational!

CALEB
Irrational? Hell, no! Listen buddy, My 
cousin Ruth works out there. She runs the 
Walden’s grocery. She told me about a 
factory inspector who went out there to 
check up on the Marsh Refinery. Fella 
stayed at the Gillman House, if’n you can 
believe that! 

He POPS out of his chair and begins gathering bed line, 
pillows and towels for Olmstead. 

OLMSTEAD
I take it the Gillman House has a dark 
and sordid reputation built on no 
evidence whatsoever!

CALEB
Evidence, huh? How’s this, all night the 
inspector hears voices in the other 
rooms. But it’s some queer kinda foreign 
talk. And it ain’t just that, one voice 
sounded so unnatural, all ... sloppin’ 
like and wet. Can you believe that!

OLMSTEAD
Frankly, no. 

Caleb pauses and fixes his gaze on Olmstead’s.

CLERK
Ain’t the only story Ruth heard. She 
thinks the place has ... secrets! 

E/I. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS13 13

Caleb hits the CALL BUTTON with his elbow and the elevator 
begins a RATTLING DESCENT. 

OLMSTEAD
Everywhere has secrets and they’re 
normally perfectly mundane. It’s probably 
... bootlegging. 

Caleb LAUGHS and shakes his head. 
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CALEB
It’s true that them Innsmouth folks’ll 
drink anything, but I ain’t never heard 
of no drink as makes your head go narrow, 
your eyes bulge an’ glow, and turns your 
skin rough and scabby. 

The elevator ARRIVES and the doors slowly OPEN, but one of 
them is WARPED and STICKS halfway. 

CALEB (CONT’D)
Aw, shoot. Here.

Caleb dumps the BED LINEN and SUNDRIES into Olmstead’s 
surprised ARMS, and begins forcing the stuck door OPEN.

OLMSTEAD
It’s a disease. 

CALEB
Really? I reckon the door’s just warped.

OLMSTEAD
I meant Innsmouth.

Caleb has taken to KICKING the door back into shape. It 
suddenly POPS back into shape and OPENS fully. 

The clerk stands, TRIUMPHANT. 

CALEB
Round here they say it’s the blood. I 
heard about how when old man Marsh 
married an Ipswich girl the town almost 
lynched him. 

Olmstead gazes down into Caleb’s EAGER FACE.

OLMSTEAD
I think it would be wise if you varied 
your literary intake somewhat. Truth is 
built on evidence, not belief or wishful 
thinking. And those stories are ... 
intellectual manure. 

Caleb RECOILS, INSULTED. 

CALEB
You want that alarm call or not?

Olmstead steps INTO the elevator. 

OLMSTEAD
No. It’s fine. Thank you.

Caleb holds the elevator doors and STARES at Olmstead, 
EXPECTANTLY. Olmstead struggles to pull his WALLET out and 
extends the teenager a QUARTER.
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CALEB
No, thanks. 

Caleb SLAMS the elevator DOOR on Olmstead.

INT. YMCA/OLMSTEAD’S ROOM - DAWN14 14

The CRASHING SOUND of the SEA echoes ...

Sunlight DIFFUSES into the room through the thin BLINDS 
that cover the window. The diffused light has the effect 
of making the room appear HAZY and INDISTINCT. 

Olmstead’s TICKING WRISTWATCH lays on a cheap bedside 
cabinet on top of a GIDEON’S BIBLE. The TICKING is 
abnormally LOUD.

Olmstead himself lays IN BED, motionless. His SEA-GREEN 
EYES are HEAVY-LIDDED and he seems to be DRIFTING in the 
midst of the HAZY ROOM. 

The room is FULL of the echoing sounds of the sea, 
crashing, churning and breaking, but CUT THROUGH by the 
precise TICKING of Olmstead’s WRISTWATCH. 

Olmstead’s SEA-GREEN EYES, half-hidden behind his heavy 
lids, LOOM as the sound of THE OCEAN rises, mixing with 
his BREATHING. 

The TICKING cuts through it all, providing a BEAT. 

A DEEP, LOW-FREQUENCY sound seems to gather in the depths 
of the ocean noises filling the room. Olmstead’s breathing 
QUICKENS as the sound BUILDS.

The low-frequency rumble, like the GROWLING of some vast 
deep-sea animal, distorted by a thousand cubic feet of sea 
water, RISES until it SWAMPS Olmstead and the room in 
sound.

But the TICKING remains DISTINCT. 

A shrill ALARM sounds from the WRISTWATCH. A tiny, 
metallic RINGING that seems to PUNCTURE the vast rising 
sound. 

Olmstead’s eyes fly OPEN.

The ocean sounds CEASE, INSTANTLY. Leaving only the 
RINGING ALARM. 

Then ... SILENCE.
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Olmstead slowly sits up in bed and cradles his head in his 
hands. He begins to TREMBLE and STRUGGLES to regain 
control over his body. 

CUT TO:

INT. SHOWER - LATER15 15

Olmstead SHOWERS and as he turns in the steam he reveals 
several SMALL THICKENED, GREY PATCHES of skin on his lower 
back. 

CUT TO:

INT. YMCA ROOM/MIRROR - LATER16 16

A freshly laundered Olmstead stands in front of the mirror 
combing his hair. He WINCES and looks down at his COMB; a 
slightly BLOODY clump of HAIR is caught in it’s teeth. 

Olmstead presses his HANDKERCHIEF to his SCALP and it 
comes away slightly BLOODY. He smooths his hair back with 
his hands and EXAMINES his hairline, which seems PERFECT. 

INT. HAMMONDS DRUG STORE/MAIN SQUARE - DAY17 17

Olmstead sits in the window of the drug store eating EGGS 
and drinking COFFEE as he looks out over the square. Clyde 
appears BEHIND him and offers to FRESHEN his CUP. 

CLYDE
Here it comes. 

He NODS towards the square and Olmstead LOOKS OVER to see 
Joe Sargeant’s RICKETY BUS pull in, and rumble across to 
park just along from where Olmstead sits. 

OLMSTEAD
It’s only nine-thirty.

CLYDE
He brings the mail, picks up the 
newspapers for the town an’ such. See?

Olmstead sees the driver clearly for the first time; JOE 
SARGEANT is TALL, over six feet, THIN and looks to be in 
his LATE FIFTIES. His shoulders are STOOPED and his head 
HANGS from his shoulders. He carries a HUGE MAILBAG 
without apparent effort. 

OLMSTEAD
My god, he must be as strong as an Ox!
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CLYDE
Oh, they’re strong all right. But you 
take a look at his neck. See it?

As Sargeant passes CLOSEST to the window, Olmstead notices 
the HEAVY FOLDS in the leathery skin on the SIDES of the 
man’s NECK. 

CLYDE (CONT’D)
How old would you say he is?

Sargeant’s EYES, mostly hidden in shadow under the brim of 
a greasy GOLF CAP, seem unnaturally FAR APART and glow 
faintly LUMINOUS GREEN. Clyde leans CLOSE to Olmstead and 
almost WHISPERS into his ear with quiet INTENSITY.  

CLYDE (CONT’D)
Thirty five.

Sargeant SHAMBLES past the window, on his way to the post 
office next door to deliver the mail. Olmstead takes in 
the man’s oddly SINUOUS gait and HUGE, paddle-like hands 
and feet.

CLYDE (CONT’D)
I wouldn’t ride that bus if he paid me!

Clyde laughs to himself as he heads back behind the 
counter. Olmstead stares OUT at the bus as it wallows by 
the sidewalk. He comes to a DECISION and picks up his 
VALISE. He crosses to Clyde who stands behind his counter.

OLMSTEAD
What do I owe you?

CLYDE
Forty five cents. 

Olmstead PAYS and crosses to the door to leave, but 
Clyde’s voice calls to him. 

CLYDE (CONT’D)
Hey, fella. 

Olmstead PAUSES at the door and looks BACK.

CLYDE (CONT’D)
You be alright during the day, but don’t 
stay after dark. It ain’t a place to get 
stuck when the sun goes down.

Irritation Flashes across Olmstead’s features. 
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OLMSTEAD
And how would you know, sir? How would 
any of the people I’ve spoken to know for 
certain what Innsmouth or it’s people are 
actually like since none of you have ever 
dared visit! No doubt you consider 
yourself a Christian, sir. But the kind 
of fear I see in this town makes heathens 
of you all! 

Clyde’s face DARKENS and he leans on his counter in a 
vaguely THREATENING manner. 

CLYDE
There ain’t no Christians left in 
Innsmouth, that’s for sure!

OLMSTEAD
Again, how would you know? Your attitude 
... the attitude of the whole town, your 
unreasoning ... hatred is nearly a mania!

Clyde is almost SHOUTING now. 

CLYDE
I tell you what, buddy. You go on over to 
Danvers, to th’ Sanatarium an’ you ask to 
see the census taker as went out to 
Innsmouth a few years back. Won’t get 
much sense out o’him, ‘cause no matter 
what the Dr’s give ‘im, they can’t stop 
him screaming!

OLMSTEAD
I take it you’ve personally met this 
census taker?

Clyde stays SILENT. Olmstead shoots a LOOK at Jeremiah, 
who won’t meet his eye.  

CLYDE
Get out.

OLMSTEAD
Gladly.

He TURNS and STRIDES OUT of the drug store, and into ...

EXT. MAIN SQUARE - CONTINUOUS18 18

... the SQUARE.

He crosses to the NEARSIDE of Sargeant’s bus and leans 
against it, breathing heavily. He looks back at the DRUG 
STORE, but the sun glinting on the window renders it 
OPAQUE. 
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A SHUFFLING SOUND catches Olmstead’s attention. He looks 
towards the REAR of the bus just in time to catch the 
SHAMBLING SHAPE of Sargeant headed BACK to the driver’s 
seat. 

Olmstead hears the HISS of the door opening and follows 
the sound ROUND to the bus doors, which stand OPEN. He 
looks INSIDE and sees ... 

INT. SARGEANT’S BUS - CONTINUOUS19 19

Sargeant STARES BACK at Olmstead from inside the bus. 

OLMSTEAD
Innsmouth?

Sargeant simply STARES as Olmstead mounts the steps into 
the bus and holds out a DOLLAR to the driver. 

After a long moment ... Sargeant takes the dollar. And 
returns FORTY CENTS change. The driver makes one, pointed, 
comment. 

SARGEANT
Arkham ... via Innsmouth.

With that, the driver turns back to his wheel, DISMISSING 
Olmstead. The younger man walks UP the empty bus and takes 
a seat a few rows back from the driver, but on the SAME 
SIDE. 

As he waits, Olmstead watches several shrouded and 
shambling figures, obviously Innsmouth natives, enter the 
bus, pay WORDLESSLY, and shuffle past him into the rear of 
the vehicle.

Olmstead gazes at the back of Sargeant’s head, the skin of 
which is LEATHERY, wrinkled and ROUGH looking with a 
GREYISH TINGE. 

Without warning, the ENGINE STARTS. The bus RATTLES and 
SHAKES as he shuts the door and pulls away from Hammonds 
Drug Store into the light traffic that occupies the road 
around the square. 

The bus CIRCLES the square ONCE, and Olmstead notices 
Clyde and his father, Jeremiah, stood outside their store 
WATCHING it PASS. 

He IGNORES them as it pulls past them and motors out of 
Newburyport on it’s way to rumour-shadowed INNSMOUTH. 
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I/E. SARGEANT’S BUS/COASTLINE - DAY20 20

Olmstead gazes THROUGH his camera, out of the window at 
the SEDGE-BUSH CHOKED landscape. The sea UNDULATES beyond 
the land, WHITE-CAPS breaking on the ROCKY SHORE.  

Olmstead snaps off a couple of PICTURES then LOWERS his 
camera. The bus RATTLES ON it’s engine chugging as 
Sargeant pilots it along the RUTTED ROAD. 

Olmstead STARES at the back of the driver’s neck. The 
FLESH is GREY and MOTTLED and dusted with scrubs of WHISPY 
HAIR. 

Olmstead RAISES his camera and FOCUSES on Sargeant. 

The movement behind catches the driver’s attention and he 
LOCKS EYES with the camera. The moment stretches, 
impossibly ...

The UNBLINKING driver holds the camera’s gaze.

... Olmstead LOWERS his camera and focuses his attention 
on the road ahead. The fish-like unblinking gaze of the 
driver SHIFTS back to the ROAD. 

TELEPHONE POLES whip by on the LANDWARD side. The poles 
carry only TWO WIRES and, on some of them, the wires SNAP 
LOOSE in the wind. 

Olmstead’s LIDS grow heavy as the bus ROCKS. Slowly, and 
despite his best efforts, he lapses into SLEEP. 

EXT. THE TRACKLESS SEA - NIGHT21 21

A tiny LONE LIFEBOAT drifts in the midst of the sea, which 
EXTENDS to the HORIZON in all directions. The ANGLE 
TIGHTENS bringing a single FIGURE in the boat into  FOCUS. 

MATT ELIOT lays in the bottom of the boat. He’s clad in 
the remnants of GEORGIAN SEAFARERS dress and his CRACKED 
LIPS and RED RAW SKIN show he’s suffering from EXPOSURE.

A DEEP RUMBLE RISES from the DEPTHS, far BELOW.

The angle TIGHTENS FURTHER and the FOCUS narrows till the 
young man’s EYES fill the frame.  

The RUMBLE is EAR-SHATTERINGLY LOUD!

The young man’s eyes SNAP OPEN. 

INT. SARGEANT’S BUS - DAY22 22

Olmstead STARTS AWAKE with a muffled YELP. The SCABROUS 
driver glances BACK over his shoulder at Olmstead. 
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The man’s NEAR-LUMINOUS eyes, GLITTER from beneath the 
brim of his hat.  

Olmstead LOOKS AWAY. 

Sargeant focuses on the road ahead and IGNORES his 
youngest passenger. 

The bus CRESTS a RISE and begins to descend and Olmstead 
LEANS FORWARD as, through the windscreen, INNSMOUTH 
finally comes into VIEW. 

EXT. INNSMOUTH BAY - CONTINUOUS23 23

The SILT-CLOGGED BAY curves round from a SPIT of land to 
form the seaward edge of the town. It narrows as it 
extends and a CRUMBLING BREAKWATER runs it’s length. 

The tiny figures of few FISHERMAN sit on the breakwater, 
trying their luck in the GREASY-LOOKING surf. Beyond them, 
just BARELY VISIBLE further out, is the dark line of a 
REEF. 

Olmstead focuses on the town itself as the bus descends 
FEDERAL STREET and enters the OUTSKIRTS of the TOWN 
PROPER. 

Three TALL STEEPLES dominate the skyline; factory 
chimney’s that should be smoking stand SILENT and COLD, 
and the pervasive air is one of DECAY. The town stands in 
STARK CONTRAST to the bustling Newburyport. 

EXT. INNSMOUTH/MAIN SQUARE - CONTINUOUS24 24

The bus rattles over a RICKETY BRIDGE that spans the river 
that cuts through Innsmouth and into the rundown MAIN 
SQUARE. On one side of which is a PILLARED HALL covered in 
peeling once-white paint, that’s now a dingy grey. 

Olmstead AIMS his camera at a sign on the hall that 
proclaims it the home of the ESOTERIC ORDER OF DAGON. 

A CRUMBLING CHURCH sits facing the hall on the opposite 
side of the square. Olmstead’s eyes take in the rest of 
the square’s businesses: a grimy looking DINER, the IDEAL 
LUNCH, a bright WALDENS grocery store, a rheumy-eyed DRUG 
STORE and, finally, the mouldy splendour of a hotel that a 
YELLOW SIGN proclaims to be THE GILLMAN HOUSE. 

Without warning, the RAUCOUS TONES of a CRACKED BELL echo 
round the square from the crumbling Church.  

Olmstead TWISTS in surprised alarm to look at the church 
just as the bus passes by it’s OPEN DOORS. 
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As it does, Olmstead catches sight of a SHAMBLING FIGURE 
deep inside clad in strange vestments and whose ODDLY 
PROPORTIONED BODY is topped by a TALL TIARA that’s an 
almost exact duplicate of the one in Newburyport.   

Olmstead RAISES his camera and SNAPS off a single, rushed 
shot. And then the bus passes, and the disturbing figure 
is GONE. 

INT. BUS/MAIN SQUARE/GILLMAN HOUSE - CONTINUOUS25 25

The bus pulls to a stop outside THE GILLMAN HOUSE and 
Sargeant opens the doors with a BANG. The driver utters a 
single sibilant word ...

SARGEANT
Innsmouth. 

... and exits the bus.

Behind him, Olmstead scrambles down the length of the bus 
and out into the main square just in time to catch 
Sargeant. 

EXT. BUS/MAIN SQUARE/GILLMAN HOUSE - CONTINUOUS26 26

Olmstead REACHES for Sargeant’s shoulder. 

OLMSTEAD
When do we leave for Arkham?

The driver doesn’t even slow down. 

SARGEANT
Eight O’clock, sharp. 

Olmstead PAUSES just before actually touching the man’s 
shoulder and, instead of stopping him, lets him GO. 

OLMSTEAD
(After Sargeant)

Thank you. 

Sargeant SHAMBLES round a corner and disappears down an 
ALLEYWAY. Olmstead looks round him, hefts his VALISE and, 
spotting the WALDENS GROCERY STORE, crosses to it. 

INT. WALDENS GROCERY - CONTINUOUS27 27

The interior of the store is bright, clean and well-
ordered, and stands in STARK CONTRAST to the rest of 
Innsmouth. 
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A YOUNG WOMAN in her early twenties, RUTH, dressed in a 
WALDENS UNIFORM stands behind the counter talking intently 
to a YOUNG WOMAN. A MAGAZINE is just visible on the 
COUNTER between them.

RUTH
Louella, they can’t do that to you!

The customer, LOUELLA, STARTS at the JANGLE of the bell as 
Olmstead enters. And SWEEPS the MAGAZINE into her BAG out 
of sight.

LOUELLA
I got to go open up, Ruth. 

She looks almost normal, but is oddly FURTIVE and as she 
moves past him, it’s clear to Olmstead from her GAIT that 
her legs are somehow DEFORMED. 

RUTH
(To Louella)

I’ll come by later. 

The bell JANGLES AGAIN as Louella leaves the grocery. Ruth 
FOCUSES on Olmstead. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
Robert Olmstead? 

Olmstead looks SURPRISED to hear his name. 

OLMSTEAD
How did you ... ah, your cousin. 

RUTH
We might be a bit backward round here, 
due to all the ‘intellectual manure’ we 
consume, but have adopted the telephone. 

Olmstead crosses the store to the counter.

OLMSTEAD
Are all the locals like that? 

RUTH
Louella? Mostly, but the older ones are 
worse.  

OLMSTEAD
I’ve never heard of a disease that only 
affects people from a specific town. 

Ruth leans back and LIGHTS a CIGARETTE, crossing her ARMS 
as she does.

RUTH
What can I do for you?
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OLMSTEAD
I was thinking about lunch options, aside 
from the Ideal Lunch, which seems ... 

He trails off as Ruth SMILES ruefully and begins gathering 
items from the shelves behind her. 

RUTH
It’s not as bad as it looks. Most 
everything they serve comes from packets 
and cans.

OLMSTEAD
How can you be sure?

The COUNTER separates Ruth from Olmstead. Between them, on 
the counter, are a small MOUND OF PACKAGES.

RUTH
They shop here.

Olmstead LAUGHS despite himself.

OLMSTEAD
Can I introduce myself properly?

RUTH
Guess we’ll find out. 

He BOWS slightly.

OLMSTEAD
Robert Olmstead of Boston and almost a 
Doctor of Anthropology.

RUTH
Almost?

OLMSTEAD
Almost.

RUTH
Ruth Whately.

OLMSTEAD
Do you live in Innsmouth? 

RUTH
Gods, no. I’m from Arkham, but the chain 
offered me promotion here, and here I am. 
That’ll be a dollar seventy eight. 

Olmstead BLINKS stupidly. 

OLMSTEAD
Excuse me?

Ruth indicates the mound of PACKETS on the counter. 
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RUTH
Your lunch. 

Olmstead looks down at the food, scratches his chin and 
REMOVES a couple of items. He looks at her APOLOGETICALLY 
as he pulls out his WALLET. 

OLMSTEAD
I’m on something of a budget. 

RUTH
Seventy five cents. 

He pays.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Caleb said you were here looking to 
uncover Innsmouth’s secrets.

Olmstead SMILES. 

OLMSTEAD
Not quite. I’m just passing through on my 
way to Arkham. The bus is cheap. 

RUTH
Which is why I take it. There’s no other 
way to Arkham unless you want to walk 
across the marsh flats. I wouldn’t advise 
it. More than one person’s disappeared 
trying it. 

OLMSTEAD
I’m surprised there’s no station. 

RUTH
There was, got put in when the Marsh 
Refinery was running at full speed. But 
when it faded, they gave up the line. No 
call for it. 

Olmstead gathers his purchases, SMILES, and turns to 
leave. 

OLMSTEAD
Thank you.

RUTH
Hey, the bus doesn’t leave till eight and 
easy to get lost, or worse, in Innsmouth. 

Olmstead turns back. 

OLMSTEAD
I don’t suppose you sell maps?

Ruth STUBS OUT her cigarette. 
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INT. WALDENS/MEAT COUNTER - LATER28 28

Olmstead leans over a stack of BUTCHER PAPER on which is 
drawn a CRUDE MAP of Innsmouth. Ruth, holding a pencil, 
adds a few lines to the map.

RUTH
So, stay away from the Marsh refinery and 
the Churches. And especially Order of 
Dagon Hall. 

She NODS DOWN at his CAMERA.

RUTH (CONT’D)
And no pictures. They don’t like camera’s 
around here. 

Olmstead TAPS the map with a FINGER. 

OLMSTEAD
What’s this building just back from the 
main square?

RUTH
The fire station. They built it after the 
fires back in sixty one. 

OLMSTEAD
The same year as the epidemic?

Ruth looks up at him, SURPRISED he knows about it.

RUTH
I thought you were just passing through?

OLMSTEAD
What tourist doesn’t like to find out 
something about the places he’s visiting? 
Even by accident. And Innsmouth is a 
fascinating place.

RUTH
Well, all you’re likely to fin round the 
fire station is old Zadok, drunk 
probably, and in the company of whoever’s 
got whiskey.

OLMSTEAD
I wondered if bootlegging might be at the 
heart of the town’s secrecy.

RUTH
That’s what I thought, but I’m starting 
to wonder. Oh, they like to drink round 
here, for sure. That and swim. They race 
each other to Devil Reef out beyond the 
breakwater most days. 
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OLMSTEAD
That must be three miles from shore!

Ruth SHRUGS.

RUTH
They like to swim. 

OLMSTEAD
Is there someone local I could talk to? 
In Newburyport there was a librarian who 
told me some very tall tales about 
Innsmouth. I’d like to find out just how 
much was truth, and how much local 
prejudice. 

RUTH
They won’t talk to you here. Hell, only 
Louella talks to me and I’ve been here 
almost a year. 

OLMSTEAD
That must be lonely. 

Ruth stands BACK from the counter and crosses her arms 
DEFENSIVELY. 

RUTH
I like my job. 

OLMSTEAD
But you’re curious about Innsmouth?

RUTH
Of course. They only local who might talk 
to you is old Zadok, but you’ll probably 
regret it if he does. His stories belong 
in the pages of one of Caleb’s 
magazine’s. 

OLMSTEAD
Weird Tales or Astounding Fiction?

Ruth SMILES despite herself. 

RUTH
I didn’t realise I was talking to a 
literary critic. I thought you were 
almost anthropologist?

Olmstead SMILES BACK.

OLMSTEAD
Almost.

He indicates the hand-drawn MAP. 
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OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
May I keep this?

RUTH
I’ll make you a deal: the map in exchange 
for whatever you find out about 
Innsmouth.

Olmstead carefully FOLDS the MAP and slips it into his 
INSIDE POCKET. 

OLMSTEAD
Deal.

He looks at her, about to say something further, but 
before he can the door JANGLES and a customer ENTERS. Ruth 
looks FROM Olmstead to the new CUSTOMER. 

RUTH
(To the customer)

Mornin’, Ms. Marsh. What can I help you 
with today?

Olmstead picks up his VALISE and crosses the market to the 
DOOR. It JANGLES as he opens it, He pauses on the 
threshold and LOOKS BACK. Ruth is busy with the new 
customer of whom Olmstead can only see her BACK. 

Ruth GLANCES OVER at him. Briefly their EYES MEET. He 
offers a SMILES, but she LOOKS AWAY. Olmstead turns and 
leaves, headed BACK into the SQUARE. 

EXT. MAIN SQUARE - CONTINUOUS29 29

Olmstead stands in front of the grocery and considers his 
next move. He looks ACROSS the square towards the BRIDGE 
over the river over which Sargeant’s bus had driven.

Olmstead checks his WATCH: 11:35 am.

He comes to a DECISION and STRIDES confidently across the 
square, making for the BRIDGE and northern Innsmouth 
beyond. 

EXT. FEDERAL STREET BRIDGE - CONTINUOUS30 30

Olmstead PAUSES in the middle of the bridge and looks 
first LEFT.

He sees: the river winding away out of town and, in the 
distance, a DISUSED RAILWAY yard, TRACK and SIDINGS. 
Several ROTTING TRAINS sit decomposing in the yard. 

He looks RIGHT.
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And sees: the crumbling bulk of a REFINERY on the left 
bank by a small set of FALLS. A splintered sign names the 
business as the MARSH REFINERY. 

Olmstead crosses the bridge and disappears INTO Innsmouth 
PROPER.

EXT. INNSMOUTH NORTH/WASHINGTON STREET - DAY31 31

Olmstead strolls down the wide boulevard admiring the 
spacious homes that line the road. Built in run-down 
Gothic style, the houses are mostly RUINS. 

Olmstead looks around and, deciding he’s ALONE, slips his 
CAMERA out. He begins SNAPPING PICTURES of the houses. As 
he does, he focuses on the UPPER STORIES and notices that 
all the UPPER WINDOWS are BOARDED UP.

Olmstead LOWERS his camera and PEERS up at the boarded 
windows. He looks across to a second mansion and sees the 
upper windows are similarly sealed. 

He begins walking down the wide road, looking up at the 
windows as he does. All are BOARDED. 

His pace QUICKENS.

Olmstead finds himself at a CROSSROADS, one corner of 
which - an entire BLOCK - is occupied by a huge MANSION. 
The building is well tended, scrupulously maintained and 
SET-BACK from the road in SUBSTANTIAL GROUNDS.  

Olmstead focuses his CAMERA on the UPPER WINDOWS, which 
are all BOARDED. He begins working his way DOWN the 
building, checking all the windows; all are BOARDED. 

A luxurious SEDAN CAR appears, DESCENDING the driveway 
that marks one edge of the property. Olmstead watches as 
the car SWEEPS past him.  

The windows are ALL CURTAINED and whoever’s inside, is 
completely HIDDEN. The driver GLARES at Olmstead from 
UNBLINKING EYES beneath a CHAUFFEUR'S CAP as the sedan 
passes.

Olmstead watches as it DISAPPEARS down the STREET, his 
CAMERA forgotten in his HAND.  

A CROAKING SOUND echoes faintly and Olmstead SPINS to look 
UP the street, which is EMPTY. A faint OVERLAPPING CHORUS 
of guttural CROAKS whispers through the AIR. 

Olmstead STRAIGHTENS and slowly ROTATES. 

He sees ... NOTHING; the streets are EMPTY in every 
direction. 
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OLMSTEAD
(Uncertainly)

Hello?

Silence. 

With SHAKING HANDS Olmstead slips his camera into it’s 
case. He then TURNS and strides down a street that runs 
off at a RIGHT ANGLE. 

Ahead of him, at the FAR END of the long street, is the 
SILVERY motion of the SEA. 

Olmstead heads TOWARDS it and AWAY from the faintly 
croaking VOICES. 

EXT. FIRE STATION - DAY32 32

Olmstead leans against a WALL watching an old man, ZADOK 
ALLEN, dance a SPRIGHTLY JIG to the obvious delight of two 
firemen, who sit IN FRONT of the Fire Station, CLAPPING 
TIME. 

Both FIREMAN have more than a little of the INNSMOUTH LOOK 
about them.

Zadok’s dance climaxes with the old man sweeping his cap 
from his head, and effecting a deep bow. Too deep, as it 
happens for a drunk, and he TIPS OVER performing an 
unexpected, but neat, FORWARD ROLL.

The firemen HOWL with laughter as Zadok struggles to re-
orient his world. The old man, his senses now under 
something like control, SHAKES his FIST at the firemen and 
YELLS at them. 

ZADOK
Damn ye, ye pair o’bottom feeding devil-
worshippers! T’ain’t long now till you go 
back to Dagon an’ I’ll be rid of ye!

BLOND FIREMAN
Hold up there, Zadok; t’aint no use 
bustin’ a blood vessel. 

BALD FIREMAN
Lissen ‘im, you old coot. You come 
dancin’ round that corner like your’n 
pants was on fire. 

Zadok picks himself UP.

ZADOK
Well ... s’pose I did? I was in the midst 
of a fine mood and of a mind to share it. 
Sharin’ being a Christian  thing to do.
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The blond fireman LAUGHS and pulls a QUART BOTTLE from his 
pocket, and offers it to Zadok. The Old man breaks into a 
HUGE GRIN as he SNAGS it ...

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Thank’ee

... and DRAINS it. 

BALD FIREMAN
Goddamn it, Zadok. Now we got t’go on up 
to Eliot’s and re-stock. You was offered 
a sip and you done drained us dry.

The blond fireman laughs and produces a couple of BEERS 
from a BATTERED COOLER at his feet. 

BLOND FIREMAN
Not quite. 

He hands his bald companion a SECOND BEER as Zadok looks 
on with HOPE. The bald fireman GRUMBLES before pulling a 
THIRD BEER from the cooler and offering it to Zadok. 

The old man REACHES for it, but the bald man SNAPS it back 
just before Zadok’s fingers can close round the neck. The 
old man looks HURT.

BALD FIREMAN
Make it last. 

With great DIGNITY Zadok takes the newly proffered BOTTLE, 
pops the cap with a TWIST and takes a dainty, delicate 
SIP. 

The IRIS on Olmstead’s camera SNAPS SHUT, capturing the 
trio of drinkers in it’s GAZE. 

Olmstead LOWERS his camera and, after a moment’s 
INDECISION, checks his WATCH. It’s a little BEFORE 2pm. He 
looks over at the trio of now friendly drinkers, comes to 
a DECISION and STRIDES off in the direction of the MAIN 
SQUARE.

EXT. WALDENS GROCERY - DAY33 33

Olmstead APPROACHES the door, which JANGLES and opens just 
as he reaches it. Joe Sargeant EXITS and they COLLIDE. 

Sargeant PUSHES PAST Olmstead ROUGHLY, GLARING at the 
younger man AGGRESSIVELY as he does.

Olmstead let’s the bigger man PASS before ENTERING the 
store.
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INT. WALDENS GROCERY - CONTINUOUS34 34

Inside, Ruth LOOKS UP from the copy of WEIRD TALES she’s 
flicking through to see him.

OLMSTEAD
Do you know a place called ‘Eliot’s’?

RUTH
Drinking already? You haven’t even been 
here a day!

OLMSTEAD
It’s not for me!

EXT. INNSMOUTH STREETS - DAY35 35

Ruth leads Olmstead round a corner and into a NARROW 
STREET. Olmstead can’t keep his eyes off of Ruth legs, 
amazed that she wears TROUSERS!

RUTH
They’re called ‘trousers’ and they’re the 
same as yours. 

He looks away, EMBARRASSED.

OLMSTEAD
They’re better cut.

She pauses across from a DINGY STORE that proclaims itself 
to be ELIOT’S. Olmstead digs into his WALLET, the funds 
are DANGEROUSLY LOW. He look sup at Ruth, QUESTIONING. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
A pint should be enough?

RUTH
(Sarcastic)

For Zadok? You’ll need a quart. A pint 
won’t even loosen him up. If you want the 
town’s deepest, darkest secrets, they 
don’t come cheap.

With a SIGH Olmstead hands over the majority of his 
remaining cash. Ruth TAKES IT and turns to enter the 
store. Olmstead makes to follow, but she STOPS him. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
This is Innsmouth. They won’t serve me if 
you’re with me. Wait here. 

She ENTERS the store leaving Olmstead OUTSIDE to wait. 

CUT TO:
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EXT. INNSMOUTH STREETS/OLMSTEAD’S WATCH - DAY36 36

The HANDS on Olmstead’s WATCH slowly TICK by. He sighs and 
LOOKS UP at the grimy storefront opposite. Through the 
window he can see VAGUE SHAPES. 

A CROAKING sound echoes FAINTLY down from above and 
Olmstead, his features CREASED with CURIOSITY, steps out 
into the street to LOOK UP at the BOARDED UP WINDOWS above 
him.  

He sees ... NOTHING. 

Olmstead looks UP and DOWN the street.

EMPTY.

Again, the faint CROAKING filters down from a different 
spot above. Olmstead slowly CROSSES the street, his FOCUS 
on the UPPER STORIES and their sealed windows. 

The CROAKING fades away. 

Olmstead finds himself stood directly in front of the 
grimy storefront. He TURNS and SQUINTS through the glass, 
trying to see inside. 

He sees: Ruth up against the counter PLEADING with the 
YOUNG WOMAN from the grocery, LOUELLA. 

Louella’s arms are CROSSED, hugging a QUART BOTTLE to her 
breast. She almost seems to be CRINGING back from Ruth’s 
INTENSITY.

Olmstead BREAKS his view by moving to the main door, 
GRASPING the HANDLE and stepping ...

INT. ELIOT’S STORE/BOOTLEGGERS - CONTINUOUS37 37

... INSIDE. The door opens with a JANGLE to admit him and 
Ruth and Louella both LOOK OVER, registering him at the 
same instant. 

OLMSTEAD
Sorry ... it’s been awhile. I was getting 
concerned. Is everything alright?

Ruth COLLECTS herself. 

RUTH
(To Louella)

Well, Louella ... is it?

Louella doesn’t look at Olmstead as she REPLIES.

LOUELLA
Quart’s nine dollars, even. 
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Louella places the QUART BOTTLE on the counter. Ruth, in 
her FRUSTRATION, GRABS the young woman’s upper arms, 
SHAKING HER. 

RUTH
Louella, please!

Olmstead, unsure how to INTERVENE, takes a STEP towards 
Ruth. 

OLMSTEAD
Ruth! You’re hurting her!

Ruth LET’S GO and Louella BACKS AWAY, rubbing her upper 
arms as she does. 

LOUELLA
You got to go! They’ll hear!

Olmstead SLAPS nine dollars onto the counter and GRABS the 
QUART BOTTLE.  

OLMSTEAD
I think we should leave.

LOUELLA
(Pleading)

Please, Ruth! You got to go!

Ruth ALLOWS Olmstead to lead her OUT of the STORE.

EXT. ELIOT’S STORE/BOOTLEGGERS - CONTINUOUS38 38

Behind them, a BOLT RATTLES as the door is LOCKED. A sign 
is rotated from OPEN to CLOSED. 

OLMSTEAD
What was that?

RUTH
Not here. Come on. 

Ruth WALKS AWAY from him and he has no choice, but to 
follow. 

EXT. NEAR WATER STREET CHURCH - DAY39 39

Olmstead and Ruth stand in partial SHADOW across from the 
Water St Church. 

RUTH
Robert ... why are you so curious about 
Innsmouth?
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OLMSTEAD
It’s an academic curiosity, really. This 
place is a sort of time-machine, it’s 
buildings and people stuck in eighteen 
fifty. It’s fascinating.

Ruth LOOKS AWAY, thinking. After a moment, she LOOKS BACK.

RUTH
Don’t you have family in Arkham?

OLMSTEAD
My mother’s family are from Arkham, yes.

RUTH
I live in Arkham, but my family are from 
all over Essex County. Some, even from 
Innsmouth. They all deny it, but I know 
it’s true. 

OLMSTEAD
Louella?

Ruth NODS.

RUTH
Her family here, the way they treat her 
... if I’m going to help her, I need to 
know what’s going on. She won’t talk to 
me. 

Ruth SHAKES her head. 

OLMSTEAD
I’m not sure I can be of much help. I’m 
really just a tourist. 

RUTH
You’re not just a tourist, Robert. You’re 
from Arkham, you’re one of us! These are 
your people! Louella is your people!

OLMSTEAD
Ruth, I’d never even heard of Innsmouth 
until yesterday. I’m not involved. 

Anger FLASHES in Ruth’s EYES. 

RUTH
Like it or not, you’ve involved yourself!

The moment STRETCHES as Olmstead PROCESSES the 
implications of her words. On the street Zadok Allen 
shambles round a BEND and into view, SWIGGING from a 
bottle of BEER as he does. 

Olmstead TURNS to Ruth, whispering.
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OLMSTEAD
I’ll find out what I can. That’s all I 
can promise. Head back to the grocery 
before you’re missed. 

RUTH
I’ll be on the eight o’clock bus. 

He nods. 

OLMSTEAD
We can talk then. 

RUTH
No! It’s not safe. Ignore me on the bus. 
We’ll talk in Arkham. 

Olmstead NODS and SLIPS his CAMERA from it’s CASE.

RUTH (CONT’D)
What are you going to do with that?

OLMSTEAD
Affect an air of nonchalance. 

EXT. WATER STREET - DAY40 40

Zadok stands at the mouth of an ALLEY. He appears to be 
THINKING DEEPLY and finally comes to a DECISION.

ZADOK
Good spot.

He begins to UNBUTTON his FLY when a SOUND behind him 
arrests him. He TURNS toward the sound and sees ROBERT 
OLMSTEAD, SMILING and walking towards him. 

Olmstead holds his CAMERA OUT to Zadok. 

OLMSTEAD
Would you?

Zadok BLINKS dumbly. 

ZADOK
Say again?

Olmstead reaches Zadok and presses the camera into the old 
man’s hands. 

OLMSTEAD
Don’t worry about focus. Just line me up 
with that remarkable Church and push this 
button. It’s very simple, see?

Zadok FUMBLES with the camera. 
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ZADOK
A’yuh, I s’pose ...

OLMSTEAD
Fantastic!

The younger man STEPS BACK and STRIKES a POSE in front of 
the ruined Church. 

Zadok RAISES the CAMERA to his eye. Holds it as STEADY as 
his alcoholic hands can manage, and PRESSES the button. 

CLICK.

Olmstead walks up to Zadok and takes the camera from him. 
He SHAKES the old man’s HAND in thank.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
I’m very much obliged, sir! Thank you! I 
don’t suppose you know anything about 
it’s history?

He INDICATES the Church. 

ZADOK
T’was the Baptist Church. Parson was ...

He thinks deeply for a moment.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Resolved Babcock. Last time I seen him 
was aroun’ ... fifty eight, or so. 

Olmstead PULLS the QUART BOTTLE from his pocket, OPENS IT 
and takes a SWIG. He GRIMACES. 

OLMSTEAD
Are all the Churches like this? 
Abandoned, I mean. 

Zadok’s THIRSTY EYES follow the BOTTLE in Olmstead’s hand. 

ZADOK
No, no ... not all. First Congregational 
down to New Church Green’s still running. 
Still offering up souls to the whatever-
after, for what good it does. 

Olmstead looks over at Zadok and slowly OFFERS the bottle. 
Zadok reaches for it ...

OLMSTEAD
What about that hall? The Esoteric 
Chapter of ... something or other.

Zadok’s eyes FLICK UP at Olmstead, SCARED. 
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ZADOK
Used to be Freemason’s Hall, afore 
Cavalry Commandery sold it. 

The old man’s FINGERS close around the bottle. He raises 
it to his LIPS and DRINKS. Years seem to fall from him as 
a beatific, boozy GLOW seems to suffuse him.  

OLMSTEAD
This is a hell of a town. I’ve been 
exploring for the last couple of hours 
and can’t get over the absence of modern 
architecture. I can’t find anything more 
recent than about eighteen sixty. 

ZADOK
Eighteen forty eight. That’s when they 
built the refinery. See it, up there? 
Built by ol’limb o’Satan himself. 

Zadok gestures with the bottle at the DISTANT SHAPE of the  
Marsh Refinery. Olmstead takes the BOTTLE from him.

OLMSTEAD
Obed Marsh, I read about him some at the 
Historical Society in Newburyport. They 
said he was a pirate.

Zadok SNORTS as Olmstead gestures for the BOTTLE. 
Reluctantly, the old man HANDS it BACK. Olmstead goes to 
take a sip, pauses, and WIPES THE RIM before taking a tiny 
SIP.

ZADOK
Ol’ Cap’n Obed weren’t no pirate. He 
worked the East India trade. Had him the 
beginnings of a fleet! Three ships: 
brigantine Columby, brig Hefty an’ barque 
Sumatry Queen. My Pa sailed ‘em all at 
one time or t’other. Even went down with 
th’Sumatry Queen. 

The sound of a DOOR SLAMMING echoes BEHIND them. Zadok 
looks round, FEAR in his eyes. He turns back and focuses 
on the bottle. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Say, friend. What say we go on down Water 
Street some an’ sit awhile. I knows a 
quiet place out to the spit, there. 

He gestures VAGUELY in the direction of the BREAKWATER 
that curves around the silted bay. Olmstead makes a show 
of CHECKING his WATCH. 
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OLMSTEAD
Well ... my bus doesn’t leave for Arkham 
till eight ...

Olmstead comes to a DECISION and STRIDES off down Water 
Street, headed for the BREAKWATER and the SPIT beyond. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
... why not?

Zadok SHUFFLES AFTER Olmstead. 

Behind them, in the DARK WINDOWS a trio of INDISTINCT 
FIGURES with LUMINOUS UNBLINKING EYES watch the old man 
follow the younger. 

Faint CROAKING, SLOPPING sounds that could almost be 
VOICES whisper in the darkened WINDOWS as Zadok follows 
Olmstead out of sight. 

EXT. THE SPIT/BREAKWATER - LATE AFTERNOON41 41

Olmstead sits on a greasy, moss covered rock, his BACK to 
the sea and DEVIL REEF beyond. Zadok sits OPPOSITE him and 
NIPS at the VISIBLY DEPLETED whiskey bottle as he talks.

ZADOK
I tell you, boy, the madness surrounding 
miscegenation in this country don’t make 
no sense to me. 

Olmstead takes a BITE from a cheese cracker, which 
constitutes his lunch. 

OLMSTEAD
Did you fight in the war?

Zadok CACKLES as he snaps out a SALUTE.

ZADOK
Private First Class, First Comp’ny, 
Seventh Rhode Island Volunteers!

Olmstead RAISE THE BOTTLE to TOAST Zadok. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
I were fourteen when I joined up. Uniform 
din’t ever fit me right, but I done OK. 

The old man LOOKS OUT across the bay to DEVIL REEF and his 
face DARKENS.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
I should’a never come back after the war.

Olmstead TWISTS in his seat to look out at the long, low 
BLACK SHAPE of the reef. He turns back to Zadok.
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OLMSTEAD
Isn’t that Devil Reef?

Zadok suddenly looks SHIFTY and tries to change the 
subject.

ZADOK
How about Coolidge not runnin’? Damned 
shame, I say! I ain’t a fan of that 
Hoover. Big money, big words, but nothing 
big about that man, I say!

Olmstead SIGHS and removes his GLASSES, massaging his EYES 
as he does so. Zadok falls silent as he PEERS at 
Olmstead’s unusual SEA-GREEN EYES.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Well, how about that ... you got them 
sharp readin’ eyes, just like Cap’n Obed 
had. You from ‘round here?

Olmstead LEANS FORWARD fixing the drunken old man with a 
FIRM GAZE.

OLMSTEAD
Arkham. 

Zadok LAUGHS.

ZADOK
I knew’d you was local! Mayhap you’re 
related to Obed hisself. That’d be a 
thing ...

He TRAILS OFF and DRINKS DEEPLY from the bottle. Finally, 
Zadok is ready to tell his story. 

He WIPES his LIPS and begins ...

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Weren’t nobody like Cap’n Obed, ‘Ol’ limb 
o’Satan’! I kin mind him a-tellin’ about 
foreign parts, an’ callin’ all the folks 
stupid for going to Christian meetin’ an 
bearing their burdens meek an’ lowly.  

OLMSTEAD
What burdens? 

Zadok NIPS at the bottle. 

ZADOK
Things was bad for everyone back then. We 
lost the Elizy brig and the Ranger scow 
the year after the Sumatry Queen, with 
all hands lost. Both of ‘em Gillman 
ventures. 
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That hit the town pretty hard seein’ as 
most of the menfolk was killed. Bad times 
...

Zadok SHAKES his head, his eyes gaze OUT to SEA.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Yeah ... with the mill closin’ in town 
and the fish dryin’ up. People started 
leavin’ Innsmouth and it looked like the 
town’d die pretty soon. An’ then Ol’ Obed 
starts preachin’ ... 

CUT TO:

INT. INNSMOUTH CHURCH - DAY42 42

A congregation in GEORGIAN DRESS half-fill the pews. At 
the PULPIT the Preacher, RESOLVED BABCOCK, extorts his 
gathered flock.

RESOLVED BABCOCK
-- Blessed is the man who perseveres 
under trial, for when he has stood the 
test he will receive the crown of life, 
which God has promised to those who love 
him. The Kingdom of Light is reward for --

A HARSH VOICE from the midst of the congregation CUTS 
Babcok OFF.

CAP’N OBED
You’re all dumb sheep for prayin’ to this 
Christian God as promises an’ promises, 
but don’t help you none!

Obed advances on the RED-FACED preacher until he’s 
standing under the Pulpit, looking UP at the priest who 
LEANS OVER him, SPITTING words. 

RESOLVED BABCOCK
Revelation two: ‘I know your works! Your 
toil and your patient endurance and how 
you cannot bear with those who are evil --
’

Obed CUTS Babcock OFF.

CAP’N OBED
‘-- but have tested those who call 
themselves apostles and are not, and 
found them to be FALSE!’ I know your book 
better’n you do, JUDAS! 

Babcock ROCKS BACK as if physically SLAPPED. 
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RESOLVED BABCOCK
How DARE you!

But Obed SHOUTS him DOWN, his arms SPREAD to the 
CONGREGATION.

CAP’N OBED
I calls him JUDAS! An’ tha’s what he is! 
Taking your twelve pieces of silver and 
promising you empty salvation in return! 
I’ve travelled more’n most an’ seen such 
as’d drive most men mad. But I know of 
folks as pray to gods that give something 
real in return. 

Babcock YELLS at the congregation.

BABCOCK
This is pagan idolatry! For the sake of 
your eternal souls, remember the second 
commandment!

Obed SNARLS up at Babcock. 

CAP’N OBED
‘Thou shalt have no other Gods before 
me.’ Seems to me your Christian god knows 
there’s other gods out there, and they 
scare him! 

BABCOCK
Damn your blaspheming tongue, Obed Marsh! 
The fires of hell will take you and any 
that follow you! 

The Priest IMPLORES his congregation.

BABCOCK (CONT’D)
This life is fleeting, but the next life -
-

Obed SPRINTS up into the Pulpit and PUNCHES the Priest 
full in the MOUTH. Babcock TUMBLES backwards down from the 
Pulpit. 

The congregation HALF-STAND, their faces showing 
confusion, PROTEST on their lips. But Obed FACES them from 
the Pulpit, his SEA GREEN EYES almost LUMINOUS.  

CAP’N OBED
(Screaming)

DUMB SHEEP!

The congregation are SHOCKED into SILENCE. 
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CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
I could bring the Old Gods here. They’d 
bring us more fish than we could catch; 
more gold than we could spend! 

A CLEAR VOICE rings out from a striking YOUNG BLONDE WOMAN 
in the middle of the congregation. A scared looking SMALL 
BOY stands next to her.  

STRIKING WOMAN
An’ what will it cost us, Obed? 

Obed GLARES at the woman. 

CAP’N OBED
Town’s dying, Nancy. People leavin’, 
others missin’. Where’s Matt, Nancy? 

The woman, NANCY ELIOT, GRINDS her TEETH. 

NANCY ELIOT
You’d know better’n me, Limb O’Satan!

CAP’N OBED
Damn you, Nancy Eliot! 

NANCY ELIOT 
Where’s my Matt, Obed? You took him out 
to that damned reef an’ he never come 
back! WHERE’S MY MATT, OBED?

Nancy reaches into her skirts and pulls out a FLINTLOCK 
PISTOL. She aims it at Obed and PULLS the TRIGGER! 

The bullet WHACKS into the wooden pulpit, throwing SHARDS 
over Obed as he DUCKS AWAY. 

Men from the congregation fall on Nancy and wrestle the 
pistol form her. She goes down SCREAMING, SCRATCHING and 
KICKING at the men like a WILDCAT. 

NANCY ELIOT (CONT’D)
WHERE’S MY MATT! WHERE’S MY MATT!

One of the men PUNCHES Nancy in the face. All the fight 
drops away from her as she goes LIMP. 

The LITTLE BOY watches all of this, his face a mask of 
HORROR, tears streaming down his face. 

LITTLE BOY
Momma!

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. THE SPIT/BREAKWATER - EVENING43 43

Zadok STARES OUT to sea. His eyes are full of TEARS, his 
voice is SUBDUED and his memory is FAR AWAY, lost in the 
past. 

Olmstead watches him, barely daring to BREATHE as the 
sound of the sea RISES.

ZADOK
I never seen my Ma agin. Got sent to live 
with my Uncle an’ Aunt.

OLMSTEAD
(Gently)

How old were you?

ZADOK
Nine year old. I was a mighty little 
critter. 

A LOW RUMBLE begins to BUILD. 

Zadok’s eyes focus on the long, low black shape of DEVIL 
REEF far out beyond the bay. ANGER wells deep in his eyes 
and his voice takes on new STRENGTH. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
It was my Pa as found the island. 
Th’Sumatry Queen went down in a storm out 
in th’South Seas an’ he was throw’d 
overboard. 

The LOW RUMBLE rises till it’s OVERPOWERING! 

CUT TO:

EXT. TRACKLESS SEA/LIFEBOAT - NIGHT44 44

The RUMBLE is EAR-SPLITTINGLY loud. The tall blonde man, 
MATT ELIOT, lays in the bottom of the boat, terrified, as 
it’s TOSSED to and fro. 

MATT
Our Father, which art in heaven, Hallowed 
be thy Name! Thy Kingdom come, thy will 
be done in earth, as it is in heaven! 
Give us this day our daily bread and 
forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive 
them’s that trespass against us! And lead 
us not into temptation, but deliver us 
from evil! For thine is the kingdom, The 
power, and the glory, For ever an’ ever 
an’ ever an’ ever!
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The rumble SUBSIDES. 

Matt slowly peeks over the edge of the boat. He see’s a 
stinking VOLCANIC ATOLL from which SEA WATER pours. Fish, 
trapped on the upthrust Atoll, flop and twist. 

Undersea creatures looking like DEMONS thrown up from 
HELL, pulse and snap at Matt. He looks BEYOND them and 
sees, at the PINNACLE of the tiny spit of land, a complex 
of CARVED OBELISKS.

Overcoming his revulsion, Matt climbs OUT of the boat. His 
feet SINK into the GROUND slightly and as he moves they 
pull away with a SUCKING sound. 

Matt slowly works his way UP the island, headed for the 
OBELISK COMPLEX as the dying sea creatures SNAP and PAW at 
him. 

Just before he reaches the Obelisks, a huge GROAN splits 
the air accompanied by the sound of SUCKING air BUBBLES 
and the tiny spit of land DROPS noticeably. 

Matt GLANCES BACK at his boat. The sea has risen, but is 
still a distance from the boat. Matt turns back towards 
the Obelisks ahead and above, and PUSHES ON.

EXT. OBELISKS - NIGHT45 45

Matt pulls himself UP to the nearest Obelisk, which is 
made of some STRANGE SOAPSTONE and covered in disquieting 
CARVINGS. 

Matt DRAWS CLOSE and examines the carvings, which are 
almost identical to those on the TIARA in Newburyport.

Matt allows his fingers to TRACE the disturbing lines and 
curves that depict twisted FISH-FROG creatures cavorting 
with what look like HUMAN BEINGS. 

Matt RECOILS from the sordid imagery. He steps AROUND the 
obelisk and finds himself in-between the hulking chunks of 
soapstone. 

His eyes fall on a CARVED ALTER centred between the 
surrounding Obelisks. The alter’s surface is DEEPLY SCORED 
from the action of THOUSANDS of SACRIFICIAL CUTS. 

Surmounting the Alter is a dreadful statue of a great 
WINGED MONSTER, with an OCTOPUS-LIKE head and CURLING 
TENTACLES for a MOUTH. 

MATT
Lord Jesus Christ preserve me!
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A MOVEMENT from the SIDE of the Alter catches Matt’s 
attention. He moves round and brings a PARTIALLY HIDDEN 
figure into view. 

The figure is a NIGHTMARE. 

It’s one of the FISH-FROGS; it’s glossy, scaled skin 
GLISTENS in the moonlight, it’s sleek FISH-LIKE head is 
cocked to one side and one HUGE LUMINOUS EYE gazes up at 
Matt from the SIDE of the creatures HEAD. The head is 
CROWNED by a BLAZE of RED SCALES. 

Some kind of THICK VISCOUS FLUID drools form the creatures 
slack mouth. GILLS on the SIDE of it’s NECK flutter weakly 
as it struggles to BREATHE. 

A horrible CROAKING, SLOPPING sound echoes from the 
creature’s mouth. Matt’s eyes go WIDE as he realises the 
abomination is trying to SPEAK to him!

With a YELL Matt GRABS a huge chunk of STONE from the 
ground and RAISES it high, intending to bring the rock 
CRASHING DOWN on the creature head, KILLING it. 

But before he can, it REACHES for him with a CLAWED hand 
and a faint string of barely intelligible words in 
PORTUGUESE trickle from it’s mouth. 

CREATURE
Por favor, deixe-me viver ... por favor 
... por favor ...

The words TRAIL OFF into a HISS. Matt WAVERS and LOWERS 
the rock. He stares DOWN at the creature. It HOLDS 
something SHINY out to him. 

Matt TAKES the offering. He looks down at it. It’s a 
familiar GOLDEN SPHERE separated into TWO HEMISPHERES. 

CREATURE (CONT’D)
Torção ... torção ...

Matt looks down at the creature as it gestures weakly to 
TWIST.

MATT
Torção?

CREATURE
Torção.

Matt TWISTS the two hemispheres. The GLOBE immediately 
UNFURLS and Matt throws it from him with a YELL of 
surprise. 

The sphere TWISTS on itself and forms into a long, thin 
GOLDEN EEL. It drops into a deep depression full of water 
that leads down to the SEA. 
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With a powerful FLICK of it’s metal body the GOLDEN EEL 
propels itself ALONG the depression with remarkable speed, 
headed for the SEA. 

Matt looks back at the creature. It appears UNCONSCIOUS 
and it’s gills pulse WEAKLY. 

Matt CROSSES himself. 

EXT. LIFEBOAT - DAY46 46

Matt Eliot lays in the bottom of the boat staring UP at 
the merciless SUN overhead. He’s surrounded by GOLD 
JEWELLERY similar in design to the Tiara and holds the 
GOLDEN GLOBE in his HAND. 

A CREAKING SOUND echoes and voices SHOUT. 

A BOAT HOOK snags the edge of the lifeboat and draws it 
alongside a great SAILING SHIP, the side of which TOWERS 
over Matt’s tiny boat. 

A voice FILTERS DOWN from the ship. 

FAINT VOICE
Cap’n Obed! Man o’erboard!!

CUT TO:

EXT. THE SPIT/BREAKWATER - EVENING47 47

Olmstead, his BACK to the sea, GAZES at Zadok who doesn’t 
even seem to notice him as the old man stares OUT at Devil 
Reef. 

ZADOK
My Pa was raving from drinkin’ sea water. 
Talkin’ about abominations from the deep 
sea raising up and taking over. Mene, 
mene, tekel, upharsin! Dagon an’ 
Ashtaroth, Belial an’ Beelzebub. The 
Golden Calk an’ idols o’Canaan. F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn!

Seemingly EXHAUSTED by this outburst, Zadok DRINKS DEEPLY 
from the Whiskey bottle, which is running dangerously LOW. 

OLMSTEAD
Your story is rather ... fantastic. 

Zadok NARROWS his eyes at Olmstead.
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ZADOK
Don’t believe me, huh? Well, s’pose you 
was up in t’cuploa of your Uncle’s house 
a’watchin’ that damned reef. An’ suppose 
you see’d Ol’ Obed and his crew heaving 
somethin’ off that reef into the deep 
water beyond? What’d you reckon that was, 
eh? 

OLMSTEAD
I have no idea. 

ZADOK
Did anybody see hide nor hair o’Hiram 
Gillman agin? Did they see Nick Pierce or 
Luelly Waite, or Abraham Southwick, or 
old Henry Garrison? 

Olmstead looks deeply SCEPTICAL.

OLMSTEAD
You believe Obed sacrificed them to the 
sea?

ZADOK
Not the sea ... them. The Deep Ones who 
live out there. 

He NODS at the open sea. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
There’s millions of ‘em down there. Whole 
cities full of ‘em. They’d rather not be 
risin’ and wipin’ us out, but if they was 
give away and forced to they could do 
just that.

Zadok DRAINS the bottle. 

OLMSTEAD
Did anyone else ever see these ... 
creatures?

ZADOK
Wantin’ proof, eh? Well, you try waltzing 
into Order a Dagon Hall tonight when 
they’re all in there a yelling an’ a 
chantin’. See if you believe me when they 
take you out to the Reef and you watch 
one o’those ... things climb up out o’the 
sea an’ come for you!

Olmstead RECOILS from this image. 

OLMSTEAD
That’s obscene!
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ZADOK
Oh, it never started out like that. Ol’ 
Obed didn’t have no idea about the mixing 
back then, but my Pa know’d. He tried to 
warn people and they was listening until 
one night he just disappeared. My Momma 
know’d it was Obed behind it. She know’d.

Olmstead looks SCEPTICAL.

OLMSTEAD
And they killed her in the middle of a 
church service?

ZADOK
I was there. I seen it with my own eyes. 

OLMSTEAD
This is the most ... imaginative story I 
think I’ve ever heard.

Zadok is suddenly on his feet, FURIOUS, and HURLS the 
bottle at Olmstead. The old man is so DRUNK he misses even 
at this range and the bottle EXPLODES in a shower of 
glass. 

ZADOK
I took the first and second oaths a’Dagon 
from Obed hisself and swore I’d never 
tell, but you’re testin’ me, boy!

Olmstead CHECKS his WATCH and stands as if to leave. 

OLMSTEAD
Thank you Mr Allen, but I have to be 
going. I have a bus to catch. 

Zadok LUNGES for him and GRABS his LAPELS. They wrestle 
and Olmstead SHOVES the old man away.

ZADOK
You heard about the epidemic o’sixty one, 
right? They say’d it was ‘South Sea 
cholera’. Hah! How’d you like to hear the 
real story?

Olmstead PAUSES and looks BACK at Zadok. Slowly, Zadok 
SITS back down. Olmstead follows suit a few seconds later. 
Zadok wipes his mouth with the back of his hand and LICKS 
his LIPS. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Come sixty one the town was back on it’s 
feet. The bay swarmed with fish. Obed 
opened up the gold refinery and got the 
branch line put through from Arkham. 
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I was twelve year old an’ workin’ the 
docks an’ livin with my Uncle, Eustace 
Allen, when Obed bought the old Masonic 
Hall and set up the Order of Dagon. 
That’s when I took the first and second 
oaths o’Dagon an that’s as what’s kept me 
safe all these years. Lord forgive me, 
but they wanted me to take the Third Oath 
and come on out there to Devil Reef ... 

OLMSTEAD
What’s the Third Oath?

Zadok’s eyes FLICK UP to Olmstead and the old man DRAWS 
CLOSE, WHISPERING.  

ZADOK
Seems we all come from a common root, 
aught. It don’t take much mixing for us 
to come back to ... them. 

OLMSTEAD
You mean ... inter-breeding!?

Olmstead looks SICKENED.

ZADOK
I’d a died sooner’n do that an’ I got out 
o’there! Went to see Selectman Mowry an’ 
that night he gathers a posse o’good men, 
includin’ my uncle, an’ they seized Obed 
an’ most of his people. Locked ‘em up in 
the courthouse.

Olmstead’s EARS fill with the FAR OFF SOUNDS of SHOUTING, 
GUNSHOTS and YELLS as Zadok WIPES his LIPS so hard they 
look almost RAW.

OLMSTEAD
How long were they locked up?

ZADOK
I thought it was all over! I never 
thought to look ahead ...

OLMSTEAD
How long!

ZADOK
A couple o’weeks.

OLMSTEAD
Two weeks without a sacrifice! 

Zadok SAGS under the weight of his MEMORIES.
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ZADOK
I was up in the cupola the night they 
came. I watched the fog roll  on into the 
bay an’ them roll on in with it ...

CUT TO:

EXT. INNSMOUTH 1861/CUPOLA - NIGHT48 48

Twelve year old ZADOK ALLEN huddles in the Cupola trying 
unsuccessfully to ROLL a CIGARETTE. Movement in the BAY 
beyond him catches his eye. 

He STANDS and PEERS out into the darkness, which is 
further obscured by ROLLING FOG off the bay. His cigarette 
DROPS from his fingers as the SHOCK of what he sees HITS 
him. 

The surface of the bay UNDULATES as hundreds of SLEEK 
HEADS, indistinct at this distance through the fog, break 
the surface. An ARMY of DEEP ONES are headed for the 
SHORE. 

Young Zadok RACES into the house, YELLING as he goes.

YOUNG ZADOK
Uncle Eustace! UNCLE EUSTACE! They’s 
comin’ up out o’the bay! 

INT. KITCHEN/ EUSTACE ALLEN’S HOUSE - NIGHT49 49

EUSTACE ALLEN is CROUCHED in the open window REACHING FOR 
HIS MUSKET, which young Zadok HOLDS OUT to him. Thick FOG 
ROLLS through into the kitchen.

EUSTACE ALLEN
Now, you listen, boy; when I’m out o’this 
window you nail it shut. Do it right, 
just like all t’others. An’ you don’t 
open up to nobody, but me. You hear me, 
boy? Nobody!

Zadok nods, SCARED. 

YOUNG ZADOK
What you a’goin t’do?

Eustace CHECKS his MUSKET. 

EUSTACE ALLEN
Figure I’ll try’n fin Selectman Mowry an’ 
what’s left o’the militia. Stay here. 
Stay safe!
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With that he DROPS out through the window and is GONE. 
Young Zadok closes the window and begins HAMMERING nails 
into the frame, sealing the window TIGHT. 

EXT. CUPOLA - NIGHT50 50

Young Zadok HUDDLES in the cupola a SPYGLASS at his eye. 
SCREAMS, SHOTS and odd GUTTURAL SLOPPING CROAKS echo up 
from below. Zadok PEERS through the SPYGLASS, which SHAKES 
as his hands TREMBLE. 

He sees: A group of SHADOWED FIGURES LURCHING through the 
fog-bound streets. The LEAD FIGURE, a hideous, half-
obscured deep-sea ABOMINATION, carries a PIKE on which is 
mounted a SEVERED HEAD. 

Eustace Allen!

Young Zadok STARTS in horror. The spyglass falls from his 
eyes. Tears STREAM down his cheeks. 

YOUNG ZADOK
Uncle Eustace. 

A RATTLING sounds from BEHIND young Zadok. He looks behind 
him, his face a mask of TERROR as something rattles the 
handle of the door that opens INTO the Cupola. 

Zadok SCRABBLES down the short flight of stairs to the 
door. He stares at it, unsure what to do, as the creature 
on the other side of the door begins to HAMMER at it. 

The door SHAKES. 

Young Zadok plants his BACK on the door and BRACES his 
feet on the lowest step of the stairs. The door SHAKES, 
but Zadok pushes BACK. 

STALEMATE. 

The creature on the other side HOWLS with a CROAKING 
voice. 

ZADOK
(Terrified)

Oh Father, who art in heav’n, hallowed by 
thy name; thy kingdom come; thy will be 
done on Earth as it is in heav’n. Deliver 
me from evil. Lord in heav’n please 
deliver me from evil!

The DOOR begins to SHAKE and RATTLE as more CROAKING 
VOICES join the first. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Lord save me!
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Fog ROLLS IN obscuring young Zadok ...

OLD ZADOK
(V/O)

I stayed like that all night. Fightin’ to 
keep them things on t’other side o’th 
door. 

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. THE SPIT/BREAKWATER - CONTINUOUS 51 51

Zadok sits STARING into Innsmouth as Olmstead watches him. 

OLMSTEAD
What was it, on the other side of the 
door?

ZADOK
I don’t know for sure, t’was deep fog an’ 
I never saw ‘em up close.

OLMSTEAD
What happened to Obed?

Zadok FOCUSES on Olmstead. 

ZADOK
They let him out. Burnt the courthouse to 
the ground doin’ it. An’ then Obed got 
his revenge on Ol’ Resolved Babcock by 
burnin’ his Church with him inside! I 
lost track o’th dead an’ dyin’ that 
night. an’ the next mornin’ there weren’t 
no bodies. The Deep Ones took ‘em all.

INT. ORDER OF DAGON HALL - DAY52 52

The bedraggled remnants of the towns people crowd the 
hall. Amongst them is young Zadok Allen, his HAUNTED EYES 
gazing blankly at Cap’n Obed who stands in the Pulpit. 

CAP’N OBED
You see now what they are? You see what 
they could do if they takes a mind to?

A bloody YOUNG MAN yells from the crowd. 

YOUNG MAN
I seen what they done, Obed!

Obed is INCANDESCENT with RAGE.
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CAP’N OBED
You ain’t seen nothing, Tobis Crawford! 
This weren’t nothing but the merest flick 
of a finger for them. Down there, down in 
The Deep there’s millions of ‘em. Think 
on what’d happend if’n they come up 
around Boston? Or New York, or Washington 
DC? Imagine ‘em crawling up the White 
House Lawn! We got no choice. We got to 
hold ‘em here!

A pretty YOUNG WOMAN next to Tobias Crawford, LOUELLY 
CRAWFORD, stands and SHOUTS up at Obed. 

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
You brung this on us, Obed. You called 
them demons up from beyond Devil Reef! 
You promised ‘em what they wanted for 
gold and fish! You gave ‘em this town!

CAP’N OBED
I sacrificed this town! Yes, I did. We 
give ‘em what they hanker for and they go 
no further!

Young Zadok’s eyes FOCUS on Tobias and his young wife, who 
stand amongst the crowd ARGUING with Obed.

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
What’s to stop ‘em, now, Obed? 

CAP’N OBED
The THIRD OATH!

This STUNS Tobias, Louelly and the crowd into SILENCE. 

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
I took a wife from amongst ‘em ten year 
ago. She gave me two children. You all 
seen ‘em!

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
She gave you THREE, Obed! 

CAP’N OBED
It’s your God as exacted that price from 
me! Your wrathful, vengeful ‘Jehovah’ 
took my youngest from me. But he won’t 
take the rest. There’s a cost, but 
there’s always reward!

Obed GLARES down at Tobias and Louelly, DARING them to 
interrupt. 

SILENCE. 
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CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
My children won’t never die! 

The crowd GASPS. 

CAP’N OBED (CONT’D)
They’ll join the band o’the faithful, 
Order o’Dagon, an’ go back to the Mother 
Hydra an’ Father Dagon where we all come 
from! An’ they’ll live amongst ‘em 
FOREVER!

Tobias is horrified to see his wife is LISTENING to this! 
He GRABS her by her UPPER ARMS and SHAKES her until she 
FOCUSES on him. 

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
Don’t listen! He’s the Father Lies!

Obed CUTS IN.

CAP’N OBED
There ain’t no death in the city of Y'ha-
nthlei. Your children an’ your children’s 
children won’t ever die!

Louelly looks FROM her husband TO Obed. 

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
An’ they promise to go no further than 
Innsmouth?

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
Louelly, think on the cost!

She SHAKES FREE of him and walks towards Obed. 

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
Promise me, Obed. Swear to all of us on 
the Mother Hydra and the Father Dagon 
that they won’t go no further!

Tobias stares after his wife. 

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
Louelly ...

She turns back to him. Her eyes are ANGUISHED.

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
We ain’t got no choice, Tobias.

Tobias can’t hold her gaze. He looks DOWN, breaking their 
EYELINE. Louelly turns back to Obed.

LOUELLY CRAWFORD (CONT’D)
SWEAR!
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Obed slowly walks DOWN from the pulpit and KNEELS in front 
of Louelly and the crowd BEHIND her. 

CAP’N OBED
By the Mother Hydra and the Father Dagon. 
By dead Cthulu who lays dreaming in the 
sunken city of R’lyeh I swear.

INT. CRAWFORD HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT53 53

Louelly and Tobias sit around the CANDLELIT TABLE. They’re 
dressed in their finest clothes and look as if they’re 
about to set off for CHURCH. 

A KNOCK sounds on the FRONT DOOR.

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
Tobias ... I ... I’m ready.

Tobias STANDS, takes a DEEP BREATH and walks out of the 
room. Louelly stares into the fire watching it DANCE and 
CRACKLE. 

The moment STRETCHES ...

The door opens and Tobias steps inside. His face is WHITE. 
Louelly STANDS. 

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
No ... it’s not you they want. 

Louelly looks at Tobias in SHOCKED SURPRISE. 

LOUELLY CRAWFORD
Tobias --

He CUTS her OFF.

TOBIAS CRAWFORD
We both took the oath. 

With one last look at her, he TURNS and leaves the room. 

INT. KNOTHOLE/BEDROOM - NIGHT54 54

Louelly STARES through a knothole, FAINT LIGHT from the 
room beyond bathing her EYE. 

She sees:

Tobias lays on his BACK, NAKED. His face is STRAINED and 
his teeth GRITTED as he GRUNTS. On top of him, it’s SCALED 
BACK towards the knothole, is a NIGHTMARE. 

A DEEP ONE. 
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The Deep One RIDES Tobias and CROAKS as it does. It’s 
SILVERY SCALED hips, PUMPING. 

Tobias looks AWAY from the horror on top of him and 
TOWARDS the KNOTHOLE. 

His EYES meet Louelly’s. 

Her breathing is RAGGED, HEAVY and EXCITED. 

EXT. THE SPIT/BREAKWATER - TWILIGHT55 55

The LENS on Olmstead’s CAMERA SNAPS SHUT, capturing Zadok 
with the DECAYING TOWN behind him. 

ZADOK
Pitchers, eh? Think you can trap this 
town in there and make sense o’it? 

The old man begins CHANTING softly. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Iä! Iä! Cthulhu fhtagn! F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn ... know what that means?

OLMSTEAD
How could I? 

ZADOK
Zacktly! You cain’t know none of it 
‘cause you ain’t lived in this here town 
for seventy six years! But I have!

Zadok’s voice begins to RISE.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
I watched ‘em the first generation get 
borned. All perfect an’ normal. An then, 
over time they changed. Oh, the change 
takes you at different rates; some change 
quick and go down fast. Others hang on 
for years, decades before finally goin’ 
out to Devil Reef. The families keep ‘em 
hid away so’ no-one sees the change after 
a point. See all them a-boarded up houses 
o’er there?

Zadok GESTURES WILDLY at the rows of decaying houses that 
line the NORTH END of the sea front, his manner almost 
FRENZIED.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
What you think’s livin’ there? Croakin; 
an’ howlin’ on May Eve and’ Hallow Mass!
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OLMSTEAD
Then why not just leave?

Zadok LAUGHS abruptly. 

ZADOK
I did. Went away to th’war in sixty 
three.

OLMSTEAD
But you came back.

Zadok SQUINTS at Olmstead.

ZADOK
Think the old man’s crazy, eh? Starin’ at 
me with Ol’ Obed’s eyes, making me break 
my oaths? Well, I’m gonna tell it all, 
now! The worst ain’t what they has done, 
it’s what they’s a-gonna do!

Zadok LURCHES towards Olmstead and GRABS his lapels. He 
pulls the younger man CLOSE, the old man’s whisky breath 
makes Olmstead RECOIL.  

ZADOK (CONT’D)
You ever hear tell of a SHOGGOTH!?

Olmstead BREAKS Zadok’s GRIP and STUMBLES back, away from 
the wild old man. 

OLMSTEAD
No, no I have not!

ZADOK
Them fish-things brung one up from the 
deep waters out beyond the reef. They got 
it stashed down in them warehouses ‘tween 
Water and Main Streets. Know why?

Olmstead simply STARES at the old man, WAITING.

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Innsmouth’s near used up! Ain’t hardly no 
more people left who ain’t changed. They 
got to look elsewhere, now.

Zadok’s EYES suddenly go WIDE at something they SEE in the 
SEA behind them. Olmstead LOOKS ROUND at the sea, but 
doesn’t see anything save for a FAST GATHERING bank of 
BLACK STORM CLOUDS. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Oh, Jesus in Heaven ... they heard!

He looks back at Zadok, but the old man is SCRAMBLING 
away. 
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OLMSTEAD
Zadok! There’s nothing there!

ZADOK
Git out o’here, boy! Git out o’this town 
before night falls! RUN!

Olmstead HALF-LAUGHS to himself as the old man disappears 
into the town and is gone. Olmstead SHAKES his head.

OLMSTEAD
(Dismissively)

A ‘Shoggoth’ indeed. 

Olmstead CHECKS his WATCH: 7:15 PM. He tucks his camera 
back into it’s case, grabs his VALISE and STRIDES away, 
headed BACK to Main Square. 

Unseen behind him, LUMINOUS GREEN EYES watch him go from 
just BELOW the surface of the water. 

EXT. MAIN SQUARE/SARGEANT’S BUS - NIGHT56 56

Olmstead STRIDES into the dark sqaure as WIND from the 
gathering STORM CLOUDS overhead whip his clothes. 

He spots SARGEANT’S BUS parked in front of the GILLMAN 
HOUSE. He also sees RUTH, stood by the bus ARGUING with 
SARGEANT. 

Olmstead WALKS UP to the arguing pair just in time to 
catch Ruth’s FINAL POINT. 

RUTH
But, Joe how the hell am I supposed to 
get home?

SARGEANT
That ain’t no cause to cuss at me, Ruth. 
I cain’t make it run if’n it don’t want 
to, can I?

With a SOUR LOOK at Olmstead, Sargeant TURNS and SLOUCHES 
away towards a group of INNSMOUTH LOCALS stood in the 
shadows. 

RUTH
Thanks Joe! Thanks a bunch!

OLMSTEAD
What’s wrong with the bus?

She TURNS to Olmstead.

RUTH
Who knows? The driver sure as hell 
doesn’t. 
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OLMSTEAD
Is there another bus?

RUTH
Of course not, this is Innsmouth!

Olmstead looks around him at the GATHERING DARKNESS with 
UNEASE. 

OLMSTEAD
How about a taxi or maybe we can we hire 
a car?

RUTH
No Taxi’ll come to Innsmouth. And I 
guarantee you no-one here will hire us 
anything. 

OLMSTEAD
How can you be so sure?

She draws CLOSE and NODS to his RIGHT.

RUTH
They’re trying to scare us. 

He LOOKS OVER and sees a group of locals half-hidden in 
shadow. As he does, Olmstead suddenly becomes AWARE of 
more people on the streets than he’s ever seen in 
Innsmouth. 

OLMSTEAD
It’s working. 

Ruth LOOKS OVER at the Gillman House Hotel. She GRABS 
Olmstead’s HAND and draws him into the LOBBY. 

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/LOBBY/PHONE BOOTH - CONTINUOUS 57 57

Ruth crosses to a PHONE BOOTH, Olmstead in tow. 

RUTH
My cousin, Caleb has a car. If I can 
reach him he’ll come out for us. 

She ducks INTO the phone booth, then IMMEDIATELY pops her 
HEAD OUT.

RUTH (CONT’D)
You got a quarter?

OLMSTEAD
Barely.

Ruth SCOWLS slightly. 
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RUTH 
Forget it.

She ducks back into the booth and DIALS. Olmstead GLANCES 
AROUND the lobby and takes in it’s FADED OPULENCE.

His EYES fall on a huge OIL PAINTING that hangs behind the 
reception desk. 

Captain Obed Marsh.

Fascinated, Olmstead crosses the lobby to get a closer 
look at the IMPOSING figure. He EXAMINES the painting and 
focuses on a GOLDEN GLOBE held in Obed’s HAND. 

His intent focus is interrupted by Ruth. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
I couldn’t get ahold of him. I left 
messages, but ... who knows? Did you find 
anything out from Zadok?

OLMSTEAD
I found out a lot about Zadok and his 
mental state, but nothing really helpful. 

RUTH
Well?

OLMSTEAD
We should find out about rooms first.

He DINGS the BELL on the counter. A WHITE-HAIRED MAN 
appears from the back office, SMILES at them and OPENS the 
register. 

RUTH
What’s your cheapest room? Our bus broke 
down and we’re kind of stuck.

The manager, HIRAM GILLMAN, gives her a condescending 
look.

HIRAM
The question isn’t space, Ma’am, but, 
rather, suitability. A young married 
couple wishing to share a room is one 
thing --

Olmstead CUTS IN with ALARM. 

OLMSTEAD
We’re not married!

HIRAM
Ah ... I am afraid of that, Hotel policy 
means I am unable to co-locate an 
unmarried couple. 
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Ruth ROLLS her eyes. 

RUTH
We’re just friends and we’d like separate 
rooms.

The manager SMILES.

HIRAM
Of course, forgive my error.

He turns and plucks TWO KEYS from a board BEHIND him, then 
TURNS BACK, keys EXTENDED. 

HIRAM (CONT’D)
Rooms 428 and 429. Top floor, both quite 
large, but without running water. 

OLMSTEAD
How much?

HIRAM
Under the circumstances, two dollars per 
room. 

Olmstead SIGHS and reaches for his wallet as Ruth grabs 
the keys.

INT. OLMSTEAD’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS58 58

Olmstead stands at an OPEN DOOR looking INTO his hotel 
room: it’s fairly large, run-down and features a simple 
SINGLE BED, TWO WINDOWS and a few sticks of furniture.

Oddly, additional DOORS are SET INTO the walls on EITHER 
SIDE of the room. 

Olmstead crosses to the WINDOW and LOOKS OUT.

The window reveals a DINGY COURT-YARD, hemmed in by 
deserted BRICK BUILDINGS. 

Olmstead TURNS BACK to face the room. On the nightstand, 
in place of a GIDEON’S BIBLE, is a SMALL RED BOOK titled 
DAGON’S TEACHING.

OLMSTEAD
Charming. 

He FOCUSES on the door that leads BACK into the CORRIDOR. 
He CROSSES to it and kneels down, peering CLOSELY at the 
lock.  

DISCOLOURATION in the paint shows that a BOLT has been 
recently REMOVED. 
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Olmstead rubs his chin, THINKING. He pulls a SWISS ARMY 
KNIFE from his pocket. Opens it to a RULER ATTACHMENT and 
measures the dimensions of the MISSING BOLT. 

He then moves over to the door in the RIGHT HAND WALL. He 
TRIES IT and finds it both SECURELY LOCKED and BOLTED. 

He measures the BOLT and finds it an EXACT MATCH for the 
missing one.

Olmstead then MOVES ACROSS to the door set into the LEFT 
HAND wall. He tries the door and finds it also SECURELY 
LOCKED and BOLTED. 

He KNEELS and measures the BOLT, again finding it an EXACT 
MATCH to the missing one. He opens a SCREWDRIVER 
ATTACHMENT on his knife and begins to UNSCREW the bolt 
from the door. 

At which point the door FLIES OPEN to reveal Ruth staring 
down at him. 

RUTH
Care to explain?

OLMSTEAD
There’s no bolt on the main door. It’s 
been removed. This fits.

RUTH
As lines go, it’s not bad.

She CROSSES to his MAIN DOOR and examines the DISCOLOURED 
AREA. As she does, behind her Olmstead stands. 

OLMSTEAD
Have you checked yours?

Ruth LOOKS at him, then STRIDES PAST back into HER room to 
examine HER door. Olmstead FOLLOWS.

INT. RUTH’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS59 59

The BOLT on Ruth’s door is also GONE. She turns to him and 
points at his SWISS ARMY KNIFE. 

RUTH
Can I borrow that when you’re done?

INT. IDEAL LUNCH - NIGHT60 60

A STORM rages outside as Olmstead and Ruth sit across from 
each other at a BOOTH in the window. EMPTY PLATES and the 
remnants of a FRUGAL MEAL litter the table. 
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Ruth SMOKES and GAZES intently out of the rain-spattered 
window, watching the STORM.

The owner, who has more than a little of the INNSMOUTH 
LOOK about him, watches them from behind his counter, a 
PHONE to his EAR. 

OLMSTEAD
It’s a remarkable story, isn’t it? It’s 
almost tragic that an imagination like 
his has just withered away in this 
mouldering old town. 

RUTH
So, you don’t believe him?

Olmstead is SHOCKED into a burst of LAUGHTER. 

OLMSTEAD
Of course not! Sea demons breeding with 
townspeople to take over the world! It’s 
ridiculous.

Ruth POINTS at the diner owner with her cigarette. The 
diner owner LOOKS AWAY.

RUTH
Did you know he’s been watching us the 
entire time we’ve been here?

OLMSTEAD
That’s hardly surprising, we’re his only 
customers. 

RUTH
He’s also been on the phone the whole 
time. Did you notice that as well?

Olmstead LOOKS OVER at the diner owner who is, as Ruth has 
observed, still on the PHONE. 

OLMSTEAD
He can’t have been on it the entire time 
we’ve been here. He cooked our food, 
brought it over. 

RUTH
But he didn’t hang up, I was watching. He 
just laid the handset on the counter and 
left the line open. 

Olmstead FROWNS at her. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
Take a look out the window.

He GAZES out of the rain-battered WINDOW, into the STORM. 
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OLMSTEAD
What am I looking for?

RUTH
Check the shadows. Over there to the 
right. And there off to the left. You see 
them?

Olmstead FOCUSES on several vague shapes that could be 
LOCALS, HUDDLED TOGETHER in dark corners out of the worst 
of the storm. 

OLMSTEAD
Is it my imagination, or ... ?

Ruth STUBS OUT her cigarette. 

RUTH
If none of what the old man said is true, 
why are they trying so hard to scare us?

Olmstead looks over at her UNEASILY. 

OLMSTEAD
That’s more than a little paranoid. What 
would they gain by terrifying us?

RUTH
Silence. 

Olmstead STARES at her for a LONG MOMENT.

OLMSTEAD
I believe I’ll sleep in my clothes 
tonight. Just in case. 

RUTH
You plan to sleep? I plan to drink. 

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/OLMSTEAD’S ROOM - NIGHT 61 61

Ruth sits on the floor her SHOES OFF, the CONNECTING DOOR 
to her room WIDE OPEN. She POURS Whiskey unsteadily from a 
half-empty PINT BOTTLE into two WATER GLASSES. 

She’s quite DRUNK. 

RUTH
So, according to Zadok, the whole town 
sacrificed itself to protect the rest of 
us from the terror of The Deep Ones.

She hands Olmstead a GLASS of WHISKEY. 

He’s also quite DRUNK.
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OLMSTEAD
What choice did they have ... according 
to Zadok.

RUTH
The army? The Navy? The God-damned air-
force!?

Olmstead WINCES. 

OLMSTEAD
Must you swear?

RUTH
Come on, Robert. If you were them, what 
would you have done? I know I wouldn’t 
let one of those disgusting fish-things 
near me, that’s for damned sure!

OLMSTEAD
They seemed more interested in the men, 
as Zadok tells it. Besides, this was just 
before the Civil War, it was chaos. And 
after the war, even more chaos. It’s not 
like now, they were on their own. 

RUTH
According to Zadok.

He SMILES. 

OLMSTEAD
He’s not the most reliable narrator, I’ll 
grant you. Would it help clarify his 
character if we called him ‘Ishmael’?

Ruth SNORTS with a BURST of surprised LAUGHTER.

RUTH
You are a literate man, Robert Olmstead, 
I’ll grant you.

He RAISES his GLASS in thanks at the COMPLIMENT.

OLMSTEAD
Returning to the point for a moment, does 
anything Zadok said connect with Louella?

Ruth THINKS DEEPLY ...

RUTH
No.

She raises her GLASS in TOAST. Olmstead follows suit. 

OLMSTEAD
What are we toasting?
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RUTH
Whatever’s left. Think I’ll toast the 
‘unreliable narrator’ ... to Zadok!

Olmstead JOINS HER in the TOAST, adding his own VARIANT to 
the mix. 

OLMSTEAD
To Zadok ... Iä! Iä! Cthulhu fhtagn! 

He DRINKS, but Ruth only FROWNS at him. 

RUTH
Where did you hear that?

OLMSTEAD
It’s some nonsense Zadok was babbling.

She GRABS her BAG and pulls a GARISH MAGAZINE from it as 
he REFILLS their glasses. She begins FLIPPING through the 
PAGES.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
The trick is not to sip. If you sip it, 
you can taste it. And that is a 
regrettable occurrence.

Ruth STOPS and begins to read SLOWLY from the magazine

RUTH
‘Iä! Iä! Cthulhu fhtagn! F'nglui 
mglaw'nafth Cthulhu R'lyeh wagah'nagil 
fhtagn’ 

Olmstead looks SHOCKED as Ruth reads the translation.

RUTH (CONT’D)
The story’s  called  ‘The Call of 
Cthulu’! ... ok, there’s a translation. 
Listen to this ... ‘In the sunken city of 
R’Lyeh, dead Cthulu waits dreaming.’

She LOOKS at him, her WIDE EYES registering wonder. 
Olmstead can’t help himself ... he begins to LAUGH! 

OLMSTEAD
I’m sorry! I’m sorry, I knew it was all 
rubbish! The sly old lunatic stole it all  
from a magazine! Wonderful!

RUTH
Wait! How could he? This just came out! I 
mean, literally today. This story is 
brand new! And I’d swear this is the only 
copy in town. He can’t have seen it!
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OLMSTEAD
Ruth, are you actually claiming a story 
in a pulp magazine as evidence for an 
alcoholic’s assertion that immortal sea 
demons from a sunken city, have been 
inter-breeding with New England fisherman 
in order to take over the world? There 
are so many problem inherent in that 
statement that my head aches thinking 
about it!

Ruth looks at him, then looks away. She slowly RAISES her 
glass.

RUTH
Here’s mud in your eye, asshole. 

She DRAINS it. He WINCES.

OLMSTEAD
Ouch.

RUTH
I’m a little drunk. I think I need to 
sleep. 

He LOOKS at her. 

OLMSTEAD
I thought sleep wasn’t the plan.

She pulls herself a little UNSTEADILY to her FEET. 

RUTH
New plan.

She WOBBLES to the CONNECTING DOOR.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Now Robert, I’m trusting you to be a 
gentleman. There’s no bolts on this door. 

Olmstead SPUTTERS in embarrassment. 

OLMSTEAD
I assure you I have no intention of --

RUTH
It’s OK, I have a gun.

She WINKS at his startled look and CLOSES the door.

ROBBERT
Well ... well, I have a Swiss Army Knife!

Ruth’s LAUGHTER echoes through the door as the lock 
clicks, SHUT. 
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Olmstead SIGHS ... then picks up the GLASSES and the 
discarded magazine, drops the latter on the bed and PLACES 
the glasses on the DRESSER. 

He then CHECKS the new bolt on the MAIN DOOR, which is 
FIRM. Then CROSSES BACK to the bed, lays down, still in 
his clothes, and OPENS the MAGAZINE.

He FLIPS to ‘The Call of Cthulu’ and begins to read ...

OLMSTEAD (V/O)
Chapter one, The Horror In Clay. The most 
merciful thing in the world, I think, is 
the inability of the human mind to 
correlate all its contents. We live on a 
placid island of ignorance in the midst 
of black seas of infinity, and it was not 
meant that we should voyage far.

He SIGHS. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Good lord, this is awful.

EXT. VOLCANIC ISLAND - NIGHT62 62

The HUGE RUMBLING sound of the SEA echoes all around as 
the STRANGE ALTER, discovered by MATT ELIOT, slowly comes 
into VIEW. 

The CLOSER the view, the more distinct the RELIEFS carved 
into it’s SURFACE become; they show horrible COUPLING 
between the DEEP ONES and HUMAN BEINGS. 

THUNDER and LIGHTENING split the night and RAIN falls 
down. It’ sound a HISS that seems to fill the world and 
mixes into ...

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/OLMSTEAD’S ROOM - NIGHT63 63

... the STORM RAGING outside Olmstead’s ROOM.  

Olmstead’s eyes FLY OPEN as the SHARP SOUND of a door 
UNLOCKING cuts through the storm. He FOCUSES on the door 
to the CORRIDOR and WATCHES the HANDLE slowly TURNS, but 
finds something UNEXPECTED that holds the door SHUT: the 
NEWLY INSTALLED BOLT!

Olmstead BREATHES OUT. 

In the hallway, something HISSES in anger. The DOOR HANDLE 
turns again, and more violently again, but the bolt HOLDS.
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Slowly ... Olmstead raises from the bed and SWEEPS UP his 
jacket and CAMERA, slinging the latter OVER his SHOULDER, 
but ignores the rest of his possessions. 

He CROSSES to the connecting door to RUTH’S ROOM, the BOOM 
of THUNDER and CRACK of LIGHTENING from the storm outside 
covering his movements.

He GRIPS the HANDLE, and then LEANS GENTLY into the door 
to OPEN it ...

LOCKED!

OLMSTEAD
(Under his breath)

Damn.

Behind him, from the HALLWAY, he hears the HISS turn into 
a faint CROAK as an INHUMAN voice MUMBLES to itself. 
Olmstead LISTENS as the voice moves AWAY.

His EYES follow the sound of the voice as it fades. As he 
does, his GAZE comes to rest on the OTHER connecting door. 

His eyes go WIDE as he HEARS a KEY in a LOCK, but it’s far 
too close to be the other room. 

Confused, he LOOKS DOWN at the door to Ruth’s room.

The door FLIES OPEN, INWARD. 

Ruth STANDS fully dressed in the DOORWAY, a small, FLAT 
PISTOL in her hand. She moves to SPEAK, but Olmstead 
SHUSHES her. 

Behind him, a FAINT CROAK and a SCRABBLING SOUND at the 
OPPOSING DOOR. 

He motions Ruth BACK, into her ROOM and FOLLOWS her in. 

INT. RUTH’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS64 64

He CLOSES the door behind him and LOCKS it. Ruth HISSES 
and he looks over to her. She’s standing on one side of a 
HEAVY DRESSER. Ruth indicates MOVING it to block the door. 

Olmstead NODS. 

Together they SHIFT the dresser IN FRONT of the locked 
connecting door, BLOCKING it. 

They back AWAY from the door as, from Olmstead’s room 
BEYOND, they hear a RHYTHMIC POUNDING.   

Ruth WHISPERS to Olmstead.
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RUTH
Who is it?

He WHISPERS back.

OLMSTEAD
Who cares!

He looks ROUND, but the only WAY OUT is the main door BACK 
into the HALLWAY. Olmstead THINKS for a second, and 
DECIDES.  

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
(Whispering)

Come on!

He GRABS her HAND and pulls her towards the main door. His 
hand LANDS on the HANDLE and he begins to TURN IT. 

SLOWLY ... 

RUTH
(Whispering)

I hope they’re all in your room.

Olmstead EASES the door OPEN.

OLMSTEAD
(Whispering)

Let’s find out.

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/UPPER HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS65 65

The hallway is EMPTY. Two doors DOWN he sees he OPEN DOOR 
of the room next to his. A CRASHING SOUND from Olmstead’s 
room indicates the intruders have BROKEN IN. 

Ruth WHISPERS at him as the STORM echoes from OUTSIDE. 

RUTH
Come on!

He follows as she HEADS OFF up the corridor towards a 
CORNER.

From the rooms BEHIND THEM, a HOARSE CROAKING VOICE shouts 
in FRUSTRATION as it finds the room EMPTY and the 
CONNECTING DOOR BLOCKED!

Olmstead breaks into a RUN, catching Ruth’s HAND as he 
accelerates PAST her, and together they RACE around the 
corner into a SECOND CORRIDOR.
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INT. SECOND CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS66 66

They plunge DOWN it as, from behind, a disgusting, 
slopping CROAK fills the AIR. The sound is DEEP, RESONANT 
and REVERBERATES horribly.  

RUTH
What the hell is that!?

OLMSTEAD
An alarm call, like frogs. It wants help!

They DART around a second corner, and ...

DEAD END.

A large RAIN-BATTERED WINDOW, framed by two THICK, HEAVY 
CURTAINS, takes up most of the wall that DEAD-ENDS the 
corridor. 

Olmstead TURNS to Ruth. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
I’m out of ideas. Over to you. What now?

Ruth SCOWLS.

RUTH
Stand aside. 

He does, and she advances on the window, EXAMINING it 
CLOSELY. Satisfied she’s divined it’s secrets, Ruth 
UNBOLTS it and THROWS it OPEN.

She looks OUT and DOWN as RAIN soaks her FACE and 
LIGHTENING CRASHES. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
Goddamm it!

She looks BACK at him. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
The fire escape doesn’t reach this floor!

Olmstead pokes his head OUT the window and LOOKS DOWN. He 
sees: the FIRE ESCAPE out of reach and  RUNNING with STORM-
WATER, a full FLOOR below them.

OLMSTEAD
This must be illegal. 

Next to him Ruth begins YANKING at one of the THICK, HEAVY 
CURTAINS, testing the STRENGTH in the CURTAIN RAIL. 
Olmstead SEES what she’s doing and GRASPS her plan, 
INSTANTLY.
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OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
 I’ll lower you.

Ruth STOPS.

RUTH
No, I’ll lower you! 

OLMSTEAD
But --

She CUTS him OFF by pointing UP at the CURTAIN RAIL.

RUTH
The rail won’t take your weight! 

Olmstead BLINKS.

OLMSTEAD
Very rational.

He GRABS the end of CURTAIN and sits on the window ledge, 
STORM-WATER already running DOWN him, his LEGS DANGLING 
outside. 

RUTH
OK?

Olmstead takes a BREATH, BRACES one ARM on the window 
ledge, TWISTS his other in the CURTAIN and lowers himself 
DOWN. 

EXT. GILLMAN HOUSE/TOP FLOOR WINDOW - CONTINUOUS67 67

He HANGS for a MOMENT by the ledge before slowly letting 
Ruth take his WEIGHT. 

He LOWERS.

RUTH
(From INSIDE)

Oh, SHIT!

He’s TOO HEAVY and DROPS as the curtain SLIPS through 
Ruth’s HANDS!

Olmstead PLUMMETS before the curtain SNAPS TAUT as it 
reaches it’s FULL LENGTH. Olmstead HOLDS TIGHT, but his 
momentum RIPS the CURTAIN RAIL from the WALL.  

He’s again, FALLING!

WHAM!

He lands on his BACK on the FIRE ESCAPE below, knocking 
the WIND from him. He watches HELPLESS as the curtain 
FALLS on him, COVERING him.
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BLACK ... split by LIGHTENING and THUNDER.

A FAINT VOICE filters DOWN.  

RUTH (CONT’D)
Robert, they’re coming! 

Olmstead STRUGGLES FREE of the heavy curtain and LOOKS UP. 

He sees: Ruth’s terrified FACE.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I’m stuck!

She shoots a look BACK, DOWN the corridor.

CUT TO:

INT. CORRIDOR/RUTH’S P.O.V - CONTINUOUS68 68

The corridor, which is LINED with DOORS, but otherwise 
EMPTY, disappears into SHADOW. 

A SOUND, like a MASS of CROAKING, HISSING voices ECHOES 
out from the GATHERED SHADOWS. 

Ruth, TERRIFIED, turns BACK to the window and LOOKS DOWN 
to Olmstead far BELOW.  

RUTH
Run! Hide!

CUT TO:

EXT. GILLMAN HOUSE/FIRE ESCAPE - CONTINUOUS69 69

Olmstead looks back UP at her. 

OLMSTEAD
Ruth!

But she DUCKS BACK into the CORRIDOR and is GONE!

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
RUTH!

SILENCE. 

He STANDS and GRABS at the curtain, attempting to CLIMB 
BACK UP IT; but the CURTAIN RAIL pulls FURTHER from the 
wall and threatens to TEAR LOOSE ENTIRELY!

He stands GAZING UP at the UNATTAINABLE window.
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Defeated ...

CUT TO:

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE CORRIDOR/WINDOW - CONTINUOUS70 70

A REPEAT of RUTH’S P.O.V: looking DOWN the empty corridor 
into SHADOW; the corridor is still EMPTY, but the VOICES 
RISE. 

Faintly LUMINOUS EYES appear in the darkness to accompany 
the VOICES. Shapes SHUFFLE and UNDULATE in the shadows, 
draining CLOSER. 

REVERSE: in the midst of the CROAKING, SLOPPING voices, 
the entities BREAK from the shadow. Seen only from BEHIND 
and TRACKING WITH THEM to the OPEN WINDOW, only the lead 
figure is truly VISIBLE ... JOE SARGEANT!

He ADVANCES on the OPEN WINDOW through which POURS STORM-
LASHED rain, SOAKING the end of the corridor. 

Joe PASSES DOORS set INTO the corridor WALL as he passes, 
headed for the OPEN WINDOW. His EYES glow faintly GREEN as 
he DRAWS UP to the window and looks OUT.

CUT TO:

EXT. GILLMAN HOUSE/FIRE ESCAPE - NIGHT71 71

From BELOW, Olmstead’s RAIN-LASHED face looks UP and he 
sees the GREYISH SCABROUS neck of Joe Sargeant as the 
other man LEANS OUT of the window ABOVE.   

A CREAK from the FIRE ESCAPE as Olmstead SHIFTS his WEIGHT 
catches Sargeant’s ATTENTION and he looks DOWN. 

They LOCKS EYES and, as they GAZE at each other SEA-GREEN 
eyes versus LUMINOUS, Olmstead sees Sargeant’s TONGUE 
suddenly FLICK OUT -- it’s BIFURCATED and the separate 
halves TWINE in the air, almost TASTING it. 

OLMSTEAD
Where’s Ruth! You ... MONSTER!

Sargeant BREAKS the GAZE and leans impossibly far out from 
the window. Olmstead watches HELPLESS from below as the 
driver CROAKS an EAR-SPLITTING, DISCORDANT cry into the 
night, his JAW opening impossibly WIDE. 

Olmstead has seen ENOUGH.

He TURNS and SCRAMBLES across rain-slick FIRE-ESCAPE to 
the LADDER. Slipping, but moving FAST, he DESCENDS to ...
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NOTHING.

The ladder simply ENDS in EMPTY AIR.

Olmstead looks AROUND him, desperately searching for a way 
OUT. To his LEFT is a LOW BUILDING; it’s CLOSE, but not 
close ENOUGH!

To his RIGHT is a CORRIDOR WINDOW like the one ABOVE. He 
GASPS and REACHES for it, SCRABBLING to open it, but, as 
he does, he realises the window is BOLTED SHUT from the 
INSIDE.

TRAPPED.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
SON OF A BITCH!

HELPLESS again, he looks DOWN as Lightening FLASHES, 
ILLUMINATING a two-story drop into a DANK ALLEY. 

SHADOWY MOVEMENT deep INSIDE the room on his RIGHT, dimly 
registered through the window, catches Olmstead’s 
ATTENTION.

He SQUINTS through the RAIN to see THROUGH the window.  

Someone UNBOLTS the window. 

It swings open ...

RUTH stands in the window GLARING at him. 

RUTH
(Hoarse WHISPER)

Get the hell in here, monkey-man!

She REACHES for him and helps him CLAMBER inside.

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/FIRST FLOOR - CONTINUOUS72 72

Dripping WET, Olmstead wipes his eyes and, because he 
can’t quite believe them, EMBRACES Ruth. For a moment, she 
MAY allow it, but then she’s SHOVING him AWAY.  

RUTH
Dammit Robert, I’m fine!

OLMSTEAD
How?

Ruth GRABS his hand and leads him DOWN the hallway towards 
a SWEEPING STAIRCASE that leads DOWN. 
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RUTH
I ducked into an empty room. 

She GESTURES above her to the MIRRORING CORRIDOR one floor 
UP, FOLLOWING it’s LENGTH with her finger as they RUN 
towards the STAIRCASE.

RUTH (CONT’D)
The rooms are all connected. I just 
ducked out behind them. 

They reach the STAIRWELL and PLUNGE DOWN into ...

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/LOBBY - CONTINUOUS73 73

... the LOBBY. 

They RACE down the stairs and into the lobby PROPER. A 
REEDY VOICE rings OUT from one side, ARRESTING them. 

HIRAM GILLMAN
Please, don’t move!

He COVERS THEM with an ANCIENT MUSKET. Olmstead stands in 
FRONT of Ruth, PROTECTING her.

OLMSTEAD
That’s a Civil War Musket. Sixty years 
old at least. The metal’s low grade 
steel. Pull the trigger and it’ll explode 
in your face.

Gillman GLANCES DOWN at the OLD WEAPON he holds in his 
trembling hands. It’s RUSTY.

In one SMOOTH MOVE Olmstead pulls Ruth’s forgotten PISTOL -
- the one she dropped from the window and he caught - from 
his pocket and AIMS it at GILLMAN. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
I’ve never held a gun before. I don’t 
know what I’m doing. Please don’t make me 
do something you’ll regret.

Ruth’s face is ASHEN as she STARES at her pistol in his 
hand. 

Gillman LICKS his LIPS, and slowly LOWERS the MUSKET.

HIRMAN GILLMAN
Go on, get!

With that, Olmstead and Ruth TURN and dash through the 
MAIN DOORS, out of the Gillman House and into the STORM.
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EXT. MAIN SQUARE - CONTINUOUS74 74

The RAIN lashes them as the WIND whips at their clothes an 
EXPOSED skin, simultaneously DRENCHING and FREEZING them.

Ruth GUIDES Olmstead down a nearby ALLEY just as a 
familiar LUXURY SEDAN, the same one that DROVE PAST him 
outside the MANSION earlier in the day, SWEEPS by, 
SCANNING the sidewalk. 

EXT. INNSMOUTH/ALLEY - CONTINUOUS75 75

Ruth and Olmstead HIDE in the shadows under an OVERHANGING 
BUILDING. They WATCH the entrance to the Gillman House 
and, as they do, Joe Sargeant LOPES out of the doors and 
into the STREET.

He looks LEFT and RIGHT, SEARCHING for some sign of Ruth 
and Olmstead, but the DRIVING RAIN and WIND obscure the 
square, and give him no clue as to where they’ve gone. 

As they watch, a TRIO of STRANGE, SHAMBLING FIGURES lurch 
out of the hotel after Joe. 

Two are Innsmouth LOCALS and are HUNCHED, but recognisably 
human. The third, however, is a DEEP ONE.

Ruth GASPS as she TAKES in the RAIN-OBSCURED outlines of 
the DEEP ONE; it’s an elegant, strangely beautiful 
creature of SLEEK SCALES, an ELONGATED HEAD and outlandish 
BURSTS of colour along it’s HIDE.  

Ruth is FASCINATED by the strange creature. 

RUTH
Zadok told the truth.

She becomes AWARE of Olmstead FUMBLING with his CAMERA 
CASE beside her. He PULLS OUT his camera, WIPES rain from 
it and FOCUSES on the DEEP ONE.

Ruth LOOKS OVER at the creature, whose LINES are made 
INDISTINCT by the LASHING STORM.

RUTH (CONT’D)
It’s too dark to register.

Olmstead FOCUSES carefully on the DEEP ONE. 

OLMSTEAD
Wait ... wait ...

RUTH
Robert, we need to GO! 
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LIGHTENING CRACKS and for a split-second the DEEP ONE and 
the WHOLE GROUP, including SARGEANT, are BRIGHTLY LIT by 
the lightening. 

Olmstead CLICKS the shutter ONCE.

The lightening FADES and is replaced by a huge roll of 
THUNDER. Olmstead TURNS to Ruth.

OLMSTEAD
What’s the fastest way out of town by 
foot?

Ruth THINKS. 

RUTH
Along the bank of the Manuxet to the rail 
yard.  

OLMSTEAD
The river? OK, you lead. 

RUTH
We need to cross over the bridge on 
Federal. Come on.

She TURNS, and JOGS away from Main Square in the direction 
of the Federal Street Bridge, DISAPPEARING into the STORM.

EXT. FEDERAL STREET BRIDGE - NIGHT76 76

Olmstead and Ruth CROUCH in cover staring ACROSS at the 
entrance to the bridge, which is BLOCKED by a TRUCK and a 
half-dozen LOCALS.  

Olmstead TURNS to Ruth as RAIN washes down his FACE.

OLMSTEAD
Is there somewhere else we can cross?

Ruth SHAKES her HEAD.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Then we go further up and climb down, out 
of sight. 

He makes to RISE, but she GRABS his arm, STOPPING him. 

RUTH
You can’t. There’s no shore this side, 
it’s sheer into the Manuxet. You can’t 
swim that!
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She POINTS at the river, which is DANGEROUSLY SWOLLEN by 
the storm-water. It’s CHURNS and RUSHES, twisting on 
itself in a mass of deadly RIP-TIDES.  

Olmstead SAGS back. 

OLMSTEAD
We can’t stay here. 

Ruth, SHIVERING HUGELY, nods her agreement.

RUTH
Aren’t you cold?

He LOOKS at her, REGISTERING for the first time that she’s 
FREEZING.

OLMSTEAD
No. Wet, but not cold. 

She TAKES his HAND and immediately JERKS BACK.

RUTH
You’re like ice!

Olmstead RUBS his hands together DEFENSIVELY, then STRIPS 
OFF his JACKET and, much to her SURPRISE, hands it to her. 

OLMSTEAD
I’m fine. 

With that he gestures for Ruth to LEAD.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Just get us out of town. You know this 
place. You lead.

Ruth TURNS and slips down an ALLEYWAY. With one last LOOK 
BACK at the Federal Street Bridge, Olmstead FOLLOWS.

EXT. INNSMOUTH STREETS - NIGHT77 77

The SEDAN prowls DOWN the street, it’s HEADLIGHTS cutting 
through the DARKNESS. JOE SARGEANT hangs off the RUNNING 
BOARD on one side, a hand-held SEARCHLIGHT in his hand, 
SCANNING. 

They find NOTHING. 

The car DISAPPEARS down the STREET and, as it does, 
Olmstead and Ruth DART OUT of a concealing bank of SHADOWS 
and ACROSS the STREET.

The DIVE INTO the SHADOWED DEPTHS of a STOREFRONT, the 
ENTRANCE to which EXTENDS BACK into GLOOM. 
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Ruth WHISPERS to Olmstead.

RUTH
Have you got my pistol?

OLMSTEAD
Of course. 

RUTH
Can I have it?

He PASSES it over. Ruth pulls a CIGARETTE out and holds 
the pistol UP to IT. She pulls the trigger. A FLAME pops 
out of the top of the pistol. 

Ruth LIGHTS her smoke. She looks over at an incredulous 
Olmstead.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I never said it was a real gun. 

A CHUCKLING VOICE floats out of the GLOOM BEHIND them.

Ruth and Olmstead START with SURPRISE at the voice, and 
SPIN round to peer into the SHADOWS at the end of the 
store entrance. 

ZADOK ALLEN sits in the darkest corner, wrapped in 
BLANKETS and in the midst of a sort of CARDBOARD NEST. 

OLMSTEAD
Zadok ... ?

ZADOK
They’s a’comin’ fer me. Come to drag me 
down to Y'ha-nthlei. Drown me fer what I 
told. 

RUTH
It’s not you they’re looking for, Zadok. 
It’s us they want.

Zadok starts CHUCKLING.

ZADOK
What fer? You a-goin to tell all to 
th’federal boys over in Arkham? Think 
they’ll listen? 

OLMSTEAD
I took a photograph of one of them!

RUTH
That’s right! We have proof!
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ZADOK
One pich’ter? That it?

OLMSTEAD
It’s enough.

Zadok says NOTHING.

RUTH
Robert ... he’s right. It’s not enough. 
We need more. Something physical to prove 
--

He CUTS her OFF!

OLMSTEAD
We need to get out of here! This is not 
our problem! We’re not involved!

Ruth STALKS past him and KNEELS in front of Zadok. 

RUTH
Zadok, what’s a Shoggoth?

Zadok pulls his BLANKETS closer.

OLMSTEAD
Ruth, we’ll tell the authorities 
everything we know and leave it to them -- 
once we get out of Innsmouth! 

Ruth IGNORES Olmstead. 

ZADOK
Ain’t no way to describe a Shoggoth, save 
seein’ it. Abomination! Mene, mene, 
tekel, upharsin! Iä! Iä! Cthulhu fhtagn!

RUTH
Where, Zadok? Where can we see it?

Olmstead LURCHES forward.

ZADOK
The Marsh refinery.

OLMSTEAD
We don’t have time for this!

Ruth GLARES at him.

RUTH
Haven’t you understood anything? This 
town sacrificed itself to keep these ... 
things at bay. And now the town’s almost 
gone. If we don’t stop this, who will?
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Olmstead KNEELS in front of her, his eyes PLEADING. 

OLMSTEAD
The army ... the navy ... The God-damned 
air-force. Not us. 

His words STRIKE HOME and, after a MOMENT, Ruth turns to 
Zadok.  

RUTH
We’ll get help. 

ZADOK
A’yuh.

OLMSTEAD
(To Zadok)

Come with us.

Zadok SCOWLS at him. 

ZADOK
What fer? You’ll be comin’ back, boy. You 
got the look. I kin see it in your eyes!

Olmstead STANDS, DISTURBED.

OLMSTEAD
If I get out of this accursed town, I’m 
never coming back. 

Ruth IMPLORES Zadok ... 

RUTH
Zadok, please come with us.

... and EXTENDS him the smoking CIGARETTE. The old man 
TAKES IT, draws a LONG DRAG and exhales ... then STANDS.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Zadok, can you lead us out of town?

The old man SHUFFLES to the STREET.

EXT. INNSMOUTH STREET - CONTINUOUS78 78

Ruth and Olmstead CAUTIOUSLY follow Zadok, but as he 
shambles out into the middle of the street they HANG BACK.  

RUTH
Zadok!

The old man looks back at them, both still PARTIALLY 
HIDDEN in the SHADOWS.
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ZADOK
You two, git.

Zadok TURNS AWAY from them and, in a STARTLING change, 
suddenly YELLS into the NIGHT. 

ZADOK (CONT’D)
Iä! Iä! Cthulhu fhtagn! 

Olmstead’s eyes goes WIDE in horror.

OLMSTEAD
He’s one of them!

Ruth GRABS Olmstead. 

RUTH
No, wait!

A SEARCHLIGHT illuminates Zadok and an ENGINE REVS. The 
SEDAN accelerates DOWN the street towards the OLD MAN.

Zadok SPINS and DASHES away down an ALLEY OPPOSITE, 
YELLING as he goes, leading the searchers AWAY from 
Olmstead and Ruth. 

The Sedan SCREECHES to a HALT. Joe Sargeant LEAPS down and 
chases Zadok DOWN the alleyway opposite. 

Three LOCALS lumber from the Sedan and FOLLOW Sargeant’s 
LIGHT as the Sedan itself PULLS AWAY, and disappears round 
the FAR CORNER. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
What now?

Olmstead takes her HAND. And she ALLOWS it. 

OLMSTEAD
We get to the edge of town as fast as we 
can. 

He leads her off UP the STREET.

EXT. INNSMOUTH OUTSKIRTS/ABANDONED RAIL YARD - NIGHT79 79

The STORM, mercifully, has ABATED. Olmstead and Ruth 
CLAMBER over RUSTED TRAIN tracks and between rotting 
FREIGHT CARS, all the while heading AWAY from INNSMOUTH.

The sound of a CAR ENGINE pulling up somewhere ahead 
splits the night. 
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A dreadful CROAKING VOICE reverberates. More CROAKING 
voices join the first, and beneath them the MURMUR of 
LOCALS. 

LIGHT breaks through BETWEEN the ruins and Olmstead DUCKS. 
He looks ROUND to see Ruth safely hidden INSIDE a freight 
car. 

She MOVES FORWARD in the freight car, but Olmstead WAVES 
her BACK to hide as he hears a FIGURE make a SHUFFLING 
approach. 

Olmstead slips Ruth’s PISTOL-SHAPED LIGHTER from his 
POCKET.

The figure STEPS between Olmstead’s hiding place and the 
open doors of the freight car in which Ruth hides. 

Joe Sargeant. 

A SOUND echoes from the dark freight car. Sargeant FREEZES 
and turns to peer INSIDE. Behind him, Olmstead STEPS OUT 
of hiding and levels the LIGHTER at Sargeant.

OLMSTEAD
Don’t move.

Sargeant slowly TURNS to face Olmstead. His LUMINOUS EYES 
take in Olmstead’s ‘gun’. He’s UNIMPRESSED.

SARGEANT
That’s a cigarette lighter. 

Ruth STEPS OUT of the darkened freight car behind 
Sargeant, wielding a length of PIPE. She brings it 
CRASHING DOWN onto Sargeant’s head. 

Sargeant GOES DOWN, out COLD.

Olmstead crosses to Ruth who’s DROPPED the pipe and is 
cradling her ARM in PAIN. Olmstead PICKS UP the discarded 
PIPE; it has a HUGE BEND in it. 

OLMSTEAD
Jesus ...

He FOCUSES on Ruth. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
Stay here.

Before she can ARGUE, he’s gone. He slips from shadow to 
shadow, around and under freight cars, heading towards a 
CLEAR SPACE in which sits the SEDAN. 
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EXT. RAIL-YARD CLEARING/SEDAN - CONTINUOUS80 80

Olmstead SNEAKS UP to the rear of the CAR. A LOCAL lazes 
at the front, SLOUCHING on the bonnet. 

Olmstead SLIPS ROUND to the GAS TANK. He OPENS the CAP, 
stuffs his HANDKERCHIEF inside, then pulls the petrol-
soaked half OUT, ROTATES IT, and stuffs the dry end IN.

He’s left with a petrol-soaked fuse, hanging from the GAS 
TANK. 

Olmstead PULLS OUT Ruth’s pistol-lighter and LIGHTS the 
fuse. It CATCHES instantly. 

Olmstead DARTS AWAY from the car towards the concealing 
FREIGHT CARS, but the local SPOTS HIM!

The man OPENS his mouth impossibly WIDE, about to croak an 
ALARM CALL. 

The Sedan EXPLODES.

The local is BLOWN BACKWARDS into a nest of sharp, twisted 
METAL. His body is SLICED to PIECES as it IMPACTS onto the 
jagged, RAZOR-SHARP metal.

Olmstead LOOKS AWAY. 

Ruth slips up BESIDE him and WHISPERS.

RUTH
Not bad.

Olmstead looks BEHIND them and sees the MAIN ROAD the 
leads OUT of Innsmouth visible HALF a MILE away, beyond a 
COPSE of TREES. 

OLMSTEAD
(Whispering)

Where does that lead?

Ruth LOOKS.

RUTH
Newburyport. 

Olmstead takes her HAND.

OLMSTEAD
Good enough.

They begin threading their way through the rail-yard 
towards the NEWBURYPORT ROAD.
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EXT. NEWBURYPORT ROAD/DRAINAGE DITCH - NIGHT81 81

Ruth and Olmstead make their way ALONG the drainage ditch 
that borders the ROAD, their CROUCHED FORMS mostly HIDDEN. 

Visible in the DISTANCE BEHIND THEM is the SMOULDERING 
Sedan in the rail-yard.

A set of HEADLIGHTS appears on the road headed DOWN the 
road and INTO Innsmouth.

Ruth spots it first and  THROWS herself into the MUDDY 
DITCH. Olmstead, however clambers UP out of the ditch and 
onto the road. He stands in the road, WAVING his ARMS to 
flag the car down.

OLMSTEAD
Hey! HELP!

The approaching car SLOWS, then STOPS. A TEENAGED FACE 
pops OUT of the drivers window. 

CALEB
Hey there, buddy! What you doin’ all the 
way out here? 

Ruth SQUINTS up at the TEENAGE FACE from the ditch. 

RUTH
CALEB!?

He grins down at her. 

CALEB
Oh ... Hey, Ruthy! I got your message.

INT. CALEB’S CAR - DAWN82 82

Olmstead and Ruth SLUMP in the backseat as Caleb drives 
them AWAY from Innsmouth.

CALEB
So Ma said you were stuck in that 
goddamed town an’, being the generous 
soul I am, I come right on out here to 
get’cha!

RUTH
You took your sweet time. 

CALEB
My date was cute! And it was a double-
feature.
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Olmstead GAZES into the REAR VIEW MIRROR, which shows the 
dark shape of INNSMOUTH receding in the distance BEHIND 
THEM. 

OLMSTEAD
Perfect timing, Caleb. Perfect.

Caleb’s happy face looks OVER at the mud-splattered, 
bruised and exhausted pair.

CALEB
Hey, you guys sure look like you had fun! 
What’cha been doin’?

INT. NONDESCRIPT INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY83 83

A FRESHLY SHOWERED Olmstead sits behind a TABLE. On the 
table is his CAMERA, a PHONE and an ASHTRAY in which burns 
a CIGARETTE pointed AWAY from him. 

A FEDERAL AGENT sits on the other side of the table, 
OPPOSITE Olmstead. The agent is dressed in a regulation 
BLUE SUIT and WHITE SHIRT and is looking through a handful 
of PHOTOGRAPHS.

He STOPS DEAD at one image.

The rest of the photo’s DROP from his hands as his WIDE 
EYES focus on one, UNSEEN, image. 

AGENT
Oh my god.

Olmstead LEANS OVER, picks up the cigarette and begins 
SMOKING.

EXT. ROAD TO INNSMOUTH - DAY84 84

A FLEET of ARMY TRUCKS race down the road towards the 
TOWN, which is JUST VISIBLE ahead. 

E/I. TRAIN CARRIAGE - DAY85 85

Seen through the WINDOW, Olmstead, reading a NEWSPAPER, 
sits next to Ruth. Both are in NEW CLOTHES and look PALE, 
but healthy.

The HEADLINE of the NEWSPAPER Olmstead holds reads, ‘Naval 
Manoeuvres in Manuxet Bay. Explosions heard off Innsmouth 
coast.’

The train STEAMS AWAY into nothingness.
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INT. OLMSTEAD HOUSE/RECEPTION ROOM - DAY86 86

An ELDERLY WOMAN stands STIFFLY in the middle of the 
RICHLY APPOINTED room. 

She COUGHS.

Olmstead steps into view and EMBRACES the woman. 

OLMSTEAD
Mother ... may I introduce ...

Ruth steps in to INTRODUCE herself, her HAND EXTENDED.

RUTH
Ruth.

Mrs Olmstead IGNORES Ruth’s HAND and responds, COLDLY. 

MRS OLMSTEAD
May I know your family?

RUTH
Whateley, Ma’am; Essex County Whateley’s, 
but my immediate family are from Arkham 
... or round-about.

Mrs Olmstead almost seems to SHUDDER.

MRS OLMSTEAD
Round-about ... Arkham?

She begins to COUGH again and something WET RATTLES in her 
CHEST.

OLMSTEAD
Mother ... ?

Mrs Olmstead manages to bring the coughing under CONTROL.

MRS OLMSTEAD
It’s nothing. 

EXT. THE TRACKLESS SEA - NIGHT87 87

The TOP EDGE of the FRAME is precisely aligned with the 
HORIZON LINE, cutting off the NIGHT SKY. All that can be 
seen is the TRACKLESS SURFACE of the SEA. 

The STARS are REFLECTED in it’s BLACK SURFACE as the SOUND 
of GENTLY LAPPING surf washes over everything. 

The focus PULLS BACK to reveal the dark EDGE of DEVIL 
REEF, which begins to ENCROACH on the BOTTOM EDGE of the 
frame, slowly OBSCURING the sea.
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The reef SNUFFS OUT the reflecting STARS. 

INT. LAWYER’S OFFICE - DAY88 88

Olmstead’s PROFILE fills the VIEW. His SEA-GREEN eyes are 
distant and unfocused, as if he’s LISTENING to something 
far away. 

He looks UNWELL; his skin has developed a GREYISH tinge, 
his hair has RECEDED and what remains is SWEPT BACK with 
POMADE, making him appear a touch GREASY.

He wears a SILK SCARF around his NECK, hiding it from 
view.

A VOICE from far away calls to him ...

RUTH
Robert ... ?

A  FLICKER in Olmstead’s eyes that could be a NICTITATING 
MEMBRANE blinking LIGHTENING FAST across their surface.

He TURNS to face Ruth. 

This reveals they are sat SIDE BY SIDE in front of a LARGE 
DESK, behind which sits a crisply dressed LAWYER. 

LAWYER
Dr Olmstead, shall I go on or would you 
and your wife like a compassionate break?

Olmstead responds, his voice HOARSE.

OLMSTEAD
We’re fine. I was just lost in thought 
for a moment. Please, continue.

The Lawyer produces an ENVELOPE. 

LAWYER
There really isn’t very much more. The 
last bequest from your Mother’s estate is 
the contents of this envelope.

He holds it OUT to Olmstead. 

LAWYER (CONT’D)
For you, Dr. 

Olmstead TAKES it. Opens the envelope and out falls a 
SMALL KEY. 

OLMSTEAD
What is this?
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RUTH
On first glance ... a ‘key’.

LAWYER
To a safety deposit box. 

Olmstead STARES at the key.

INT. BANK/PRIVATE ROOM - DAY89 89

Olmstead sits ALONE at a small table. He still wears his 
SILK SCARF around his NECK. Ruth sits on a LOW COUCH to 
one side, watching him and SMOKING a cigarette.

A DOOR behind Olmstead OPENS and a BANK CLERK enters 
carrying a SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX. He places it in front of 
Olmstead and steps back. 

CLERK
Is there anything else I can help with, 
sir?

OLMSTEAD
No ... thank you. 

CLERK
I’ll be outside. Knock when you’re done.

The clerk LEAVES. A moment after the door closes it LOCKS.

Olmstead, Ruth and the BOX are ALONE. 

OLMSTEAD
What do you think’s in it?

RUTH
Only one way to find out. 

He looks at her.

OLMSTEAD
Can’t make an omelette without breaking 
some eggs.

Ruth SMILES.

RUTH
Don’t count your chickens.

He smiles BACK. Then slips the key into the lock and OPENS 
the box. 

His JAW DROPS. 
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RUTH (CONT’D)
What is it?

Inside the box is a TIARA, the EXACT TWIN of the one in 
Newburyport. Next to it is a GOLDEN GLOBE, identical to 
the one held by Cap’n Obed. They sit ON TOP of a THICK 
MANILLA FOLDER. 

In a SPASM of REVULSION, Olmstead STANDS so fast the chair 
flies BACKWARD, and falls over. 

Ruth looks deeply worried as Olmstead BACKS AWAY from the 
box. She LURCHES to the table and looks INTO the box. Her 
face registers SHOCK. 

She looks ACROSS at Olmstead.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Oh Robert ... they’re in your blood.

Olmstead TURNS to the door and begins to KNOCK.

OLMSTEAD
Clerk! CLERK! CLERK!

His knocking becomes a FRENZIED POUNDING as the clerk 
struggles to UNLOCK the DOOR.

INT. OLMSTEAD HOUSE/RECEPTION ROOM - NIGHT90 90

Olmstead and Ruth sit on the FLOOR in front of the FIRE. 
The MANILLA FOLDER sits on the floor, EMPTY; it’s 
contents, a MASS of DOCUMENTS are spread across the floor.

Olmstead FUSSES at the SIDES of his NECK, which appear 
IRRITATED and ROUGH.

RUTH
We should check again. Maybe we missed 
something or made a mistake somewhere.

OLMSTEAD
There’s no mistake. It’s all there. Birth 
certificate, marriage licence ... 
everything.

RUTH
Maybe it won’t happen with you. Zadok 
said it takes different people in 
different ways. 

He LOOKS at her. She sees his THINNING hair, GREY-TINGED, 
GREASY skin and his UNBLINKING SEA-GREEN EYES. Olmstead 
SMILES, but there’s no WARMTH in it.
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OLMSTEAD
Of course it does. You’re quite right. 
It’s a possibility only, not a foregone 
conclusion. 

She looks at him.

RUTH
Exactly! That’s exactly right! It’s a 
possibility only.

FRAMED by the FIRE, they stare at each other.

INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE - DAY91 91

Ruth sits in front of the Dr’s desk. The Dr walks OUT from 
behind a pair of curtains that shield the EXAMINATION 
area. 

His face is WHITE.

He crosses to his desk and shakes a CIGARETTE out from a 
box with TREMBLING HANDS. He struggles to light it as his 
hands are SHAKING too much. 

Ruth pulls out her PISTOL-LIGHTER and lights the unsettled 
Dr’s cigarette for him. He offers her one. She declines, 
shaking her head. 

DOCTOR
Very wise, considering. 

Olmstead emerges from behind the examination curtain, 
wrapping his SILK SCARF around his neck. 

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
Ok, well ... ah, Mrs Olmstead everything 
is fine. Just fine. No problems at all. 
All fine. 

He looks from Ruth up to Olmstead who stands behind her 
chair, his oddly LONG-FINGERED hands on her SHOULDERS. 

Olmstead’s voice is HOARSE.

OLMSTEAD
And for me, Doctor?

DOCTOR
Perhaps ... prayer.

Ruth REACHES UP and SQUEEZES Olmstead’s HAND. He SQUEEZES 
back.

DISSOLVE TO:
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BLACK

INT. OLMSTEAD BATHROOM/TUB - DAY92 92

Olmstead lays back in the bath staring at the CEILING. He 
looks DOWN his submerged body. Slowly he RAISES his hands 
from beneath the water. 

He spreads his fingers ...

They’re WEBBED.

Olmstead STARTS AWAKE in the tub. He sits up with a 
spluttering JERK. He holds his hands up in front of his 
face, spreads his fingers ...

Normal. 

Relieved, he climbs out of the tub and stands in front of 
the mirror.

He looks twenty years OLDER.

His hair is STRAGGLING and THIN, his skin has begin to 
THICKEN and WRINKLE in GREY PATCHES on his elbows, sides 
of his neck and his LOWER BACK. 

He SCRATCHES at the side of his NECK, which is raw, 
discoloured and HEAVILY WRINKLED. 

As he SCRATCHES his fingertips CATCH the wrinkled skin and 
it SPLITS OPEN!

He YELLS in PAIN and examines his neck closely in the 
MIRROR. As he watches, the first TEAR is joined by THREE 
MORE!

Olmstead covers his mouth and nose with his HAND. He takes 
a BREATH and the GILLS EXTEND as they SUCK IN air. 

Slowly, Olmstead lowers his hand.

INT. OLMSTEAD HOUSE/RECEPTION ROOM - DAY93 93

Olmstead sits in the DARK ROOM. He doesn’t move, he 
doesn’t blink. On his LAP is a heavy REVOLVER. 

He picks it up, places the BARREL to his TEMPLE. 

His finger TIGHTENS on the TRIGGER.

Without warning, the sound of the SEA rises all around 
him. He cocks his head ODDLY, listening to the SOUNDS. 
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He STANDS, the revolver sliding from his hand and dropping 
onto the floor with a THUD. 

The sound of WAVES breaking on a SHORE fill the room. 
Olmstead begins to SWAY in time with the RISING and 
FALLING sounds of the SEA. 

He slips into a kind of TRANCE as he SWAYS.

The SOUNDS of the SEA abruptly CUT OUT.

Olmstead drops to his KNEES and buries his head in his 
HANDS. 

OLMSTEAD
Oh god ... 

He reaches for the REVOLVER with a trembling hand ...

RUTH
ROBERT!

She stands FRAMED in the OPEN DOOR. He Looks at her, his 
eyes glowing FAINTLY LUMINOUS.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I’m pregnant.

Olmstead sucks a BREATH that’s almost a HISS. Ruth crosses 
to him and KNEELS in front of him.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I love you, Robert. 

She reaches for his HANDS, GRASPING them.

RUTH (CONT’D)
We’ll get through this. Together. 

OLMSTEAD
I have to go home.

TEARS gather in her EYES. 

RUTH
You are home. This is home, Robert. 

Olmstead presses his hands to his CHEST, his face 
ANGUISHED. He seems to be almost in PAIN.

OLMSTEAD
Home is ... elsewhere. I feel it calling. 
It’s so strong. 
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RUTH
Your place is here, with us. We’re you’re 
family. This is home! 

Olmstead LOCKS EYES with her. 

OLMSTEAD
It’s calling to my blood, Ruth. I can’t 
ignore it ... and, god help me I can’t 
resist it! 

As she stares into his EYES, Ruth sees a NICTITATING 
MEMBRANE blink across the surface of his EYE. She RECOILS 
involuntarily.

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
My blood is inside you. Growing inside 
you. Can’t you feel the call?

Ruth begins to SHUDDER and drops her EYES. She replies in 
a WHISPER that’s almost a CONFESSION. 

RUTH
Yes. 

Olmstead wraps his ARMS around her, HUGGING her tight. 

OLMSTEAD
I love you. 

EXT. ROAD INTO INNSMOUTH - DUSK94 94

A CAR heads DOWN the road towards INNSMOUTH, which lies 
visible on the HORIZON. 

The car SPEEDS PAST the rusting RAIL-YARD.

EXT. INNSMOUTH/MAIN SQUARE - DUSK95 95

The CAR prowls AROUND the square. As it does, it passes 
the WALDENS GROCERY STORE, the IDEAL LUNCH and the ORDER 
OF DAGON HALL; all are BOARDED up and ABANDONED. 

The only business still open is the Gillman House and the 
car pulls to a STOP outside the hotel.

A clearly PREGNANT Ruth steps out from behind the wheel. 
She opens the REAR DOOR and Olmstead climbs out.

His STOOPED FORM looks slightly WRONG, the proportions of 
his body somehow OFF. His HIGH SCARF covers his neck and 
he takes Ruth’s hand, leading her INTO the Gillman House. 
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INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/LOBBY - CONTINUOUS96 96

Hiram Gillman stands behind the RECEPTION DESK, the 
portrait of Cap’n Obed hangs BEHIND him, staring down 
across the LOBBY. 

Olmstead and Ruth APPROACH the DESK. Gillman watches them 
approach, affecting not to RECOGNISE them.

HIRAM GILLMAN
May I help you?

RUTH
A double room. One night. 

Gillman FROWNS and makes a show of FLIPPING THROUGH the 
REGISTER.

HIRAM GILLMAN
I’m afraid I have no suitable rooms 
available ...

Olmstead UNWINDS his SCARF, revealing his GILLS. Hiram 
LOOKS UP just as Olmstead FLARES his GILLS and speaks in a 
HOARSE, CROAKING voice. 

OLMSTEAD
A double. One night. 

Gillman SMILES.

HIRAM GILLMAN
Of course. 

He turns to the BOARD full of KEYS that hangs behind him 
and selects one before turning BACK.

RUTH
We also need to hire a boat. Something 
small. 

HIRAM GILLMAN
That may prove difficult. The town is 
somewhat depopulated. We had some issues 
with the Federal Government several years 
ago. Few of the local fisherman remain.

OLMSTEAD
It’s not far. Just out to the reef. 

Gillman again SMILES. 

HIRAM GILLMAN
Is it just for yourself, sir?
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OLMSTEAD
Yes.

HIRAM GILLMAN
Traditionally hereabouts, Hallow-Mass is 
a time for family. 

Ruth takes Olmstead’s ARM. 

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/DOUBLE ROOM - NIGHT97 97

Ruth sits in a ROCKING CHAIR smiling as she gently ROCKS. 
Olmstead KNEELS beside her, his face INCHES from her 
abdomen, a HAND resting gently on her SWOLLEN BELLY.

He KEENS gently, softly and quite BEAUTIFULLY. 

The sound is OTHERWORLDLY and somehow seems to conjure the 
sense of limitless OCEAN DEPTHS, cool WATER and endless 
TIME. 

Olmstead’s KEENING fills the room. 

Ruth’s abdomen PULSES! 

RUTH
Did you feel that? 

OLMSTEAD
He’s strong.

RUTH
Yes, she is. 

A phone JANGLES. Olmstead crosses to it and ANSWERS it. He 
listens for a moment, then NODS. 

OLMSTEAD
Thank you, Mr Gillman. I’ll be right 
down.

He HANGS UP and turns to Ruth. 

OLMSTEAD (CONT’D)
It’s time. 

RUTH
When she’s old enough, I’ll explain. 
Everything. I won’t hide her roots from 
her. 

Olmstead gives Ruth a QUIZZICAL look.

OLMSTEAD
She?
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Ruth SMILES, gets up and CROSSES to him. She reaches up 
and CRADLES his face. 

RUTH
She’ll have you forever, won’t she?

OLMSTEAD
We’ll share forever. 

RUTH
And all I’m left with is this. 

Tears ROLL DOWN Olmstead’s FACE. 

OLMSTEAD
Ruth ... I’m so sorry. 

She smiles up at him. 

RUTH
Never ever apologise for who you are! Be 
proud of it. Promise me you’ll teach her 
that when she comes to you. 

Olmstead EMBRACES her. 

OLMSTEAD
I promise.

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/LOBBY - NIGHT98 98

Olmstead walks DOWN the stairs and into the lobby. Joe 
Sargeant WAITS in the lobby for him and WATCHES him 
DESCEND. 

SARGEANT
We’ll take the bus. 

With that, he TURNS and walks out of the lobby to his 
WAITING BUS, which is parked outside.

Olmstead FOLLOWS. 

E/I. GILLMAN HOUSE/BUS - CONTINUOUS99 99

Olmstead follows Sargeant ONTO the bus and takes a seat up 
front, NEAR the DRIVER. 

The doors CLOSE with a HISS and Sargeant pulls away into 
the square. 

Olmstead watches Innsmouth, which appears DESERTED, pass 
by as the drive.  
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OLMSTEAD
Did the army and navy cause many 
problems?

Sargeant LAUGHS, a strange CROAKING sound. 

SARGEANT
Nope. We just went into th’sea. C’aint 
nobody find us out there.  

At that moment they CREST a RISE and the sea itself 
STRETCHES OUT endlessly before them. The only DARK SPOT on 
the horizon is the long, low black outcropping of DEVIL 
REEF. 

A small ROW-BOAT is visible at the water’s edge. 

Joe AIMS the bus at the boat. 

EXT. ROWING BOAT/APPROACHING DEVIL REEF - NIGHT100 100

Olmstead STANDS in the prow of the boat, holding a LANTERN 
to light the way. The sea is MISTY and, behind him, Joe 
Sargeant ROWS.

The ROWING BOAT cuts through the mist, headed for DEVIL 
REEF, which is FAST APPROACHING ...

EXT. DEVIL REEF/SHORE - NIGHT101 101

... the prow of the boat CRUNCHES into the shore and 
STOPS. Olmstead STEPS from the prow of the boat and 
CONTINUES on up the rocky beach, his boats STRIDING up the 
shore. 

He STOPS and TURNS BACK to see Joe about to LAUNCH the 
boat back into the sea for the return journey. 

OLMSTEAD
Hey, Joe?

Sargeant LOOKS AT HIM.

SARGEANT
Yeah?

OLMSTEAD
Thanks ... for everything. I appreciate 
it. 

Joe SHRUGS.

SARGEANT
Family.
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Olmstead NODS and softly repeats Sargent’s flat statement, 
AGREEING.

OLMSTEAD
Family.

Sargeant PUSHES OFF and the boat slips out into the bay as 
he jumps into it. Olmstead watches as it slips into the 
mist, headed BACK to Innsmouth.  

Olmstead turns his BACK on the bay and WALKS UP onto  
Devil Reef proper. 

He LOOKS OUT over the TRACKLESS OCEAN that extends 
ENDLESSLY out to the horizon. 

He pulls a FAMILIAR GOLDEN GLOBE from his pocket and 
begins WINDING IT. When it’s TIGHT, he throws it UNDERARM 
beyond the edge of the reef and it FALLS down towards the 
surface of the SEA. 

CUT TO:

The globe SPLITS as a thousand TINY METAL LEAVES like 
SCALES open and then IMMEDIATELY wrap back round on itself 
forming a sleek NEW SHAPE. 

CUT TO:

WATER: A gleaming METAL EEL arrows into the sea and swims 
DOWN into the darkness, a strange BARKING NOISE 
reverberating FROM it into the DEPTHS. 

INT. GILLMAN HOUSE/DOUBLE ROOM - NIGHT102 102

Ruth sits ROCKING in her chair, lost in THOUGHT. A KNOCK 
sounds on the DOOR. Ruth JUMPS. 

RUTH
Who is it?

The DOOR OPENS to reveal ... Louella. 

LOUELLA
Hey. 

Ruth HAULS herself out of her chair in SURPRISE.

RUTH
Louella!

LOUELLA
I figured you’d be needin’ family round 
you right now. And don’t worry about 
payin’ for this place. 
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You kin stay with us until she comes. You 
always got a place here in Innsmouth. 
Both of you.

Louella SMILES and, despite herself, Ruth smiles BACK. 

RUTH
Home is where the heart is.

Louella BEAMS happily ... 

LOUELLA
Exactly!

 ... but something almost like FEAR flickers in Ruth’s 
eyes as she absently STROKES her SWOLLEN BELLY. 

EXT. DEVIL REEF - NIGHT103 103

The Reef is DESERTED save for a small pile of carefully 
folded CLOTHES. On top of these sit Olmstead’s carefully 
placed GLASSES. 

Beyond the edge of the reef the sea extends FOREVER. 

After a long moment, a QUOTE appears super-imposed OVER 
the sea.

“The oldest and strongest emotion of 
mankind is fear. And the oldest and 
strongest kind of fear, is fear of 
the unknown.”

H. P. Lovecraft

FADE OUT.
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